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PULLOUT SECTION
By DEANA POOLE
News editor
A campuswide vote regarding confidence in
Morgan Olsen, vice president for business
affairs, will be conducted next Friday in the
midst of continuing failed negotiations between
the university and members of Eastern’s
American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees union.
The vote is open to all faculty and staff
members and will be held from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
in the Casey Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
“It’s time for the Board of Trustees to get an
idea of how the employees and the faculty on
this campus feel and it’s time they know that
it’s not just a few of us who feel this way,” said
Teresa Sims, president of AFSCME
clerical/technical unit 981’s negotiating team.
Members of AFSCME Local 981, who
represent about 200 Eastern secretaries, food
service workers and building service workers,
have conducted six pickets since June, when
their wages were supposed to be increased. The
union members have a three-year contract that
includes an annual wage increase.
Rick Prince, staff representative for
AFSCME Council 31, said the union is
conducting the confidence vote to “put more
pressure on the university.”
“We’re real concerned that (Olsen) is the
driving force – that he has allowed this to
happen,” Prince said. “Olsen’s actions don’t fit
right with what we think should be the mission
of the university or the community.”
Olsen was unavailable for comment.
Eastern’s President David Jorns has been the
primary university official that union members
have aimed their frustrations and disapproval
toward. Prince said the union is “going after
Jorns another way” since he will retire from the
university in June of 1999.
“Something has to change here and literally
we don’t have confidence in the way the
university is handling it,” Prince said.
Olsen was hired as vice president for
business affairs in the spring of 1995, replacing
Charles Colbert, who resigned to accept the
position of chancellor for administration and
human resources at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana.
The last campuswide confidence vote was
conducted in 1995 for Jorns. About 300 faculty
members participated, of which 63 percent
voted they had confidence in Jorns. 
AFSCME’s local negotiating team and the
university met Wednesday to continue
negotiating a wage increase.
Shelly Flock, director of media relations,
said nothing was accomplished during the
negotiating session.
Prince said the union is “still trying” to
settle, and another negotiating session has been
scheduled for Tuesday.
“I know the university keeps saying they are
ready to bargain, but the last several sessions
their position hasn’t changed,” Prince said.
Union to conduct
confidence vote
Campus to reveal
faith in Morgan
Olsen on May 8
KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff photographer
“What The Funk,” a dance company from the University of Illinois, performs in front
of about 300 people at the multicultural step show.  The show  titled “It doesn’t matter
if you’re Black or White” took place Thursday evening in McAfee Gym.
By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
Ten fraternities and sororities worked
together Thursday night toward a common
goal; to raise money for a fellow student in
need.
The greeks stepped all over the McAfee
Gymnasium to help raise money for
Eastern student James McRae, who last
month was injured in an auto accident and
is currently listed in fair condition at
Ingall”s Hospital in Harvey.
As the step show began, about 300
students waited in anticipation for the
performance of the Sigma Kappa and
Sigma Gamma Rho sororities. This was the
largest group to perform throughout the
entire evening.
Following the sororities’ performance, a
moment of silence was observed for
McRae.
The Delta Sigma Theta and Alpha
Sigma Alpha sororities opened with a song
that had the whole crowd moving and
clapping. Each member mocked each
other’s moves while in a sequence that
ended in a single line.
The Sigma Pi and Beta Phi Pi
By AMY THON
Campus editor
After receiving 7,950  applications, the
Admissions Office will close  May 11 for
the 1998-99 fall semester.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of enrollment
management, said the university wanted
between 1,600 and 1,700 incoming
freshman for next semester. He said based
on the number of students who actually
register for classes, it is necessary to close
in May to get the desired number of
freshman students.
“Based on past history, if the same
number of students show, we will have the
number of students we desire in the
freshman class,” Hohengarten said.
Currently, 6,425 freshman applications
have been received. Susan Ambrose,
assistant director of admissions, said the
typical freshman class size is between
1,500 and 1,800 students. She said the
university is trying to downsize slightly for
next year.
Ambrose said 1,300 minority students
have applied to the university for the fall
Admissions for fall semester to close effective May 11
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Administration editor
A representative from Heidrick and
Struggles, the executive search firm hired by
Eastern’s Board of Trustees, to help select the
university’s next president will be on campus
May 6. 
According to a university press release, Jan
Greenwood will be at Eastern to seek input from
students, faculty and other members of the
campus community on what they are looking
for in a university president.
Greenwood will conduct a series of
interviews with Eastern’s current staff and also
will be holding forums with faculty and staff,
said BOT Chair Susan Gilpin.
Greenwood will meet with students from 11
to 11:30 a.m., faculty from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and all others from the campus community
from 2:30  to 3:30 p.m. The meetings will be
held in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
This is the first time in Eastern’s history that
Presidential search firm
to hold campus forums
Steppin’ together
See FORUMS page 2A
See ADMISSIONS page 2A
Six greek organizations participate 
in stepshow to increase campus unity
We closed about the same time last year. This is a pretty typical time
to close.”
–Susan Ambrose,
assistant director of admissions
“
See STEPSHOW page 2A
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1017 WOODLAWN
1 - Available June • 1 - Available August
2 Br., 1 1/2 Bath Furn. Apt.
C/A, Dishwasher, Micro
2,3, or 4 people  Trash Paid
As Low as $175 / mo.  12 mo. lease
CALL 348-7746 for an appointment
904 E. Lincoln, Charleston
(Next to Citgo Gas Station)
217 .345 .3430
Buy • Sell • Trade
Stop by and experience a different
w a y  t o  b u y  b o o k s !
NOW OPEN DAILY!
Mon.  -  F r i .  10  -  7 ;   Sa t .  10  -  5 ;   Sun .  1  -  5
MIDGARD COMICS’ SPRING FLING ‘98
April 28th-May 2nd
25%-50% off
Back issues, supplies, t-shirts, & toysopen
Tuesday-Thursday 11am-6pm
Saturday Noon-5pm
102 W, Lincoln
348-8368
TM
Breadsticks only $1.59
w/ any pizza order
Cheesesticks sm $4     med $5    Lrg $6 +tax
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza
$1099
Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599
348-5454
+tax+tax
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They can take away our
intramural points, 
but we will win all of your 
philanthropies
...See ya next year
DELTA CHI
Alpha Cup
Sandblast
Side Out
Phi-Esta Bowl
Rose Bowl
Tee Off
Slam n Jam
ΑΣΑ
ΣΚ
ΑΣΑ
ΑΦ
ΑΓΔ
ΔΖ
ΣΣΣ
compare our great
low prices to theirs 3 W. Lincoln 345-4743
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping
$699
$999
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping plus Crazy
bread & 2 liter Coke
get it  delivered
same low price
get it delivered
same low price
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Late Night Every NightCarry Out Special
Monday & Tuesday Only
1-14” Pizza 
w/1 topping
$499
We accept Master Card & Visa
Plus Free Crazy Bread
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for deliv-
ery may apply.
2-12”
Mediums
w/1 topping and 
Crazy Bread 
get it delivered
same low price
$1099
The Washington-based firm was hired on April 6 to
assist an 11-member campus presidential search com-
mittee in evaluating and recruiting candidates for the
hiring of Eastern’s ninth president. The firm’s services
will cost the university $50,000.
The campus presidential search committee mem-
bers were announced at the BOT meeting Monday.
The members are: Nate Anderson and Mack
Hollowell, representing the BOT; Joe Pively, repre-
senting alumni; Lou Hencken, representing adminis-
tration; Ellen Eardley and Liz Halbert, representing
the student body; Sandy Bingham-Porter, representing
the staff; and Bonnie Irwin, Loretta Prater and Susan
Kaufman, representing the Faculty Senate.
Gilpin previously said the firm will be responsible
for assisting the search committee and presenting can-
didates to the university for its final decision. Other
duties besides the day-long forums include helping to
craft job descriptions and performing reference
checks.
The search firm does not have its first meeting
scheduled but Gilpin said at the BOT meeting that
they anticipate a meeting sometime over the summer.
She also said the firm will want Greenwood’s input
from the interviews and forums held at Eastern before
they meet. 
FORUMS from page 1A
semester.
Hohengarten said the number
of applicants is slightly higher
this year when compared to last
year.
“We received more applica-
tions (this year),” Hohengarten
said.
Both Hohengarten and
Ambrose said May is usually
when the office closes for the
year.
“We closed about the same
time last year,” Ambrose said.
“This is a pretty typical time to
close.”
Last year, the Admissions
Office closed freshman and trans-
fer student admissions for the fall
1997 term in the beginning of
April and some specific majors
were closed in early March.
In the past, when there was no
fee for application, the admis-
sions would close anywhere from
October to January.  Since the
beginning of the application fee,
admission has closed in March or
April with some majors closing a
little earlier.
ADMISSIONS from page 1A
fraternities slipped and slid on stage to a popular house
groove. 
During intermission K-love and Blue, an R&B duo
from Charleston, performed an original song as a pro-
fessional dance group from the University of Illinois
performed. The group leaped into the air while flexing
their movements to every rhythm and beat of the
music.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Phi Alpha frater-
nities danced on stage chanting “A-Phi”. 
Last to perform were the Delta Zeta  and Zeta Phi
Beta sororities. They used such props as sticks and
original house music.
“I had a great time,” said Alicia Foppe, member of
the Delta Zeta sorority. “It is a great way for white and
black greeks to come together and have fun.”
Tommy Hayes, member of  the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity said he had a great time.
“I think it’s going really well and there is a good
turnout,” said Siraj Abdullah, member of the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity.
“Everyone did great and it was hard work,” said
Andrea Smail, member of Sigma Kappa sorority. “We
definitely had a lot of fun and we got to know each
other well.”
Aaron Bunn, member of the Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity said the step show was long overdue and a
good time was had by all.
STEPSHOW from page 1A
WASHINGTON (AP) –
Striking a second time at
President Clinton’s friend,
Whitewater prosecutors charged
Webster Hubbell, his wife and
two associates Thursday with
conspiring to avoid taxes on hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars in
payments Hubbell received from
Clinton political supporters. 
The 10-count indictment said
that after a March 1994 meeting
at the White House concerning
Hubbell’s impending resignation
as associate attorney general,
“one or more individuals suggest-
ed that efforts be taken to assist’’
Hubbell “in obtaining work.’’ 
But Hubbell, who then was
first coming under criminal
investigation, “performed little or
no work’’ for the consulting fees
he received from friends and
political supporters of Clinton,
the prosecutors alleged. 
High-level Clinton administra-
tion officials have acknowledged 
seeking clients and consulting
work for Hubbell. 
The indictment alleges that
Hubbell and his wife Suzy, who 
followed the Clintons from
Arkansas to Washington to work
in the administration, owe the
government more than $894,000
in back taxes and penalties. 
The new indictment was
returned 14 months after
Hubbell, a golfing buddy of the
president and former law partner
of Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, was released
from prison after serving 21
months on charges he defrauded
the Arkansas law firm where he
and the first lady used to work. 
The White House said in a
statement late Thursday that “the 
president and first lady are very
saddened by the developments in 
this matter and feel bad for Webb
and Suzy Hubbell” and the others
named in the indictment. 
Clinton’s friend, Hubble, charged
with conspiracy to avoid taxes
ASSOCIATED PRESS
R E P O R T
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College Pro Painters
is now hiring painters 
& job site managers 
for the summer. 
No experience necessary.  
Work in your home town.  
$6-$10 a hour
Call 1-888-CPP-97US
QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2 Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-
+ tax + taxExpires 5/10/98
Additional toppings $1.10
Not valid with any other coupon
Expires 5/10/98
Additional toppings $1.10
Not valid with any other coupon
Papa Pack!
1Large 1Topping 
Breadsticks, 
2 Liter of Coke
11.99
348-8282
1Large 
1Topping 
6.9
The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha
•would like to formally say goodbye to all the 
graduating seniors
Jennifer Bachman
Reagan Branhman 
Laura Breuer
Jessica Bristow
Ronda Coston
Deanna Gunnel
Kim Harris
Suzy Kamensky
Erica Locker
Tracy Nickless 
Lisa Nonneman
Sarah Nutter
Lisa Scanlan
Carlyle Slechta
Meredith Smietanski
Jori Smith
Barbi Smyser
Lynda Surane
• your dedication & loyalty 
to the house has meant
so much to us
• we’ll miss you & we wish 
you the best of luck in 
the future
University Board
proudly presents
CARROT TOP!
LIVE IN
CONCERT!
May 2, 1998 - 8:00 pm
Lantz Gymnasium
Tickets may be purchased at the 
EIU box office or charge by phone (Visa or Mastercard)
at 581 - 5122
Tickets will be sold at dinner in Triad TONIGHT!
Tickets  on sale NOW!  EIU students with valid I.D. for $10, Faculty w/I.D $15. Groups of
25 or more can perchase tickets for $7 each and the general public for $15. *E.I.U stu-
dents must have a valid I.D. to enter.*
Carrot Top backpack will be raffled at show-$70.00 value.
By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
Quakin’ the Quad Saturday will
be making its return to Eastern’s
campus with more games, rides
and local student bands.
Quakin’ the Quad will be held
from noon to 6 p.m. Saturday in
the Lantz Fieldhouse.
The highlights will include
non-stop 80s music, picnic food,
monster bingo, laser runner,
bouncing boxing, adult moon
walk, dunk tank, prizes and a
“jumbo-wumbo” slide.
In past years, the celebration
was filled with student bands, vir-
tual reality and comedians. This
year, organizers say Quakin’ the
Quad has taken a new turn. 
Amy McGoogan, Union Board
special events coordinator, said
the UB decided to gear Quakin’
the Quad to a carnival type event
for students to enjoy.
She said students can stuff their
faces with hot dogs and hamburg-
ers, dunk university police offi-
cers, make wax sculptures and
win up to $500 playing monster
bingo.
“Then, if Quakin’ isn’t enough,
students can go see Carrot Top
later that night,” McGoogan said.
The ladies of the Alpha Phi
sorority will host a Pledge Drive
to benefit Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of Charleston, which helps
cardiac arrest patients and the
Alpha Phi Foundation, established
for chapter use.
The first Alpha Traz pledge
drive will run from 11 a.m. to 6
p.m. at Quakin’ the Quad.
Alpha Traz is a fund-raising
campaign in which local business-
men and women, faculty and stu-
dents will be “arrested” and must
call anyone they know in order to
make bail, said Didi Baumruck,
member of the Alpha Phi sorority.
“Twenty-two people are partic-
ipating so far, but we will have
more participants today,”
Baumruck said. She said the bail
can be set at various levels rang-
ing from $50 to $250. 
“A lot of people are paying
$50,” Baumruck said.
The volunteers will be picked
up and handcuffed by the Alpha
Phi police pound, arrested, booked
and have their picture taken.
Cellular phones will be provided
to make phone calls for help.
“We hope to do it next year, if
it is successful,” Baumruck said.
“We hope to raise lots of money.”
Quakin the Quad is sponsored
by the University Board and is
free to students.
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
City editor
The owner of a local business is suing the city of
Charleston to cover damage he claims occurred when
the sewage and water lines to his store backed up.
Ira Barrett, owner of Token’s, 407 Lincoln Ave.,
claims more than $50,000 in damage resulted from the
backup on Aug. 9, 1997. He claims the backup result-
ed in damage to inventory, fixtures and other property
in the store’s basement.
The backup caused Barrett to hire a professional
plumbing and cleaning business, the lawsuit stated.
According to the lawsuit, he also said he suffered a loss
of revenue and retail income stemming from the inci-
dent.
Barrett’s lawsuit charges that the city of Charleston:
■ failed to adequately inspect city sewage lines that
serviced Barrett’s property.
■ failed to adequately clean the City’s sewage lines
that serviced Barrett’s building and property.
■ failed to repair and correct sewage backup in a rea-
sonable and timely manor.
■ failed to install or locate a manhole or other access to
sewer lines leading into Barrett’s property and caused
further and continued sewage backup to Barrett’s prop-
erty for several days after the initial backup.
■ failed to appropriately monitor the flow of sewage in
the sewage lines leading to Barrett’s property.
■ failed to construct sufficient sewage and drainage
lines to the plaintiff’s property.
The suit, filed by Barrett, asks for more than
$50,000 in damages “to fairly and justly compensate”
Barrett for the incident. Barrett and his attorney,
Mitchell Shick of Charleston, also requested a jury
trial.
Shick declined comment because he said the case is
still in litigation.
Owner of Tokens suing Charleston
Quakin’ the Quad takes new turn
The Daily Eastern News
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“Always leave them laughing whenyou say goodbye.
–George Michael Cohan
today’s quote
CBSI blood center is available at all times
The Student Senate members have a nearlyfour- month vacation approaching them.
Instead of simply leaving the university
and forgetting about their obligations, they
should spend some time thinking about their
goals and agenda for the fall semester.
It is important for every senate member to
think about the promises they have made and
the goals they intend to accomplish for upcom-
ing school year.
The senate, along with
almost every other body
on campus, comes back
after summer break with little to do.
The summer gives students a chance to rest,
but also a chance to forget some of their goals
from the spring semester.
Although the senate members should take
time to relax during the summer, they should
also take some time to think about some goals
for the fall semester.
If each senate member comes up with even
just one idea for the fall semester, the Student
Government will be able to start the new
semester off from the first day back on campus
instead of taking a few weeks to get back into
the groove of being at Eastern.
The extra four months time will allow pro-
posals and ideas not to be rushed and will allow
for great benefits at the beginning of fall
semester.
In fact, it is pertinent that each senate mem-
ber come up with some goals and ideas for the
coming year to swing into action. If all the sen-
ate members can begin planning for the upcom-
ing semester, the organization certainly will
begin the fall semester of 1998 and spring
semester of 1999 with many fresh ideas to bring
to the table.
More goals and ideas can be accomplished
than ever before. College is supposed to be the
sanctuary of new thoughts and precarious
actions.
As you sit there this summer and relax in the
sun, envision how each and every individual has
the ability to make this campus a better place.   
The senate should enjoy their time off, as
should all students. But in between enjoying the
sun and vacation, they should also be thinking
about what ideas they can begin in the fall
semester.
Editorial
To the editor:
My English class attempted to turn a
devastating situation into an uplifting
and inspirational one. Miss Valentino’s
1002 students held a poetry reading in
the memory of Andrea Will. The read-
ing was very successful in that more
than 100 people attended and almost all
were profoundly touched. The reading
especially proved to be beneficial for the
Will family and Andrea’s closest
friends.
While the reading was a success, the
two months of planning were hard on
me. I felt extremely guilty and saddened
because my participation and enthusi-
asm for the reading were not there. I lost
one of my good friends in a car acci-
dent, so the death of Andrea Will
brought back memories of great depres-
sion and grieving. However, the two
months of reading poems about death
and discussing tragedy helped me heal
in a way I did not think possible.
This experience has been extremely
important to me with my own healing,
and I am grateful to have been a part of
it. Being a part of this reading has been
one of the best and most rewarding
experiences, educational or otherwise,
that I have ever had.
Angie Willis
freshman merchandising major
To the editor:
The Andrea Will Memorial Poetry
Reading gave me the opportunity to let
Andrea’s family know that her daugh-
ter’s presence on Earth had a significant
impact on my life. Andrea was my
sorority sister, and I was just getting to
know her.  Her death was very difficult
for me to accept, partly because I have
never had anyone that close to me die
before, especially a person my own age.
I did not think it was fair, and I didn’t
know how to deal with the pain. I cried
to my family and friends, and they were
supportive. Since everyone was so help-
ful to me in dealing with my pain, I
wanted to help Andrea’s mom in the
same way. 
Initially,  I had volunteered to recite
“Grief” by Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
When I read the beautiful poem for Ms.
Valentino, I was excited. She helped me
understand it, and gave me the confi-
dence I needed to read it publicly. I
wanted so much  to do a good job for
Mrs. Will, but I knew I would get
choked up, so I decided it would be bet-
ter if I didn’t recite it. Still, although I
would have liked to have read the same
poem, I think the whole experience of
this poetry reading taught me enough by
itself. I learned that poetry can help peo-
ple cope with sorrow and deal with
death. This experience was positive and
uplifting. It enriched me in many ways,
leading me to become more at ease and
at peace with Andrea’s awful death.
Also, although I did not recite the poem
Mrs. Will knew that we cared deeply
for her daughter. It didn’t take my read-
ing a poem to make her realize that; it
took the three classes coming together
and working hard to offer their best
effort to honor her daughter.
Rebecca Costello
freshman elementary 
education major
To the editor:
Obvious change is in the air. As
spring leads into summer, a progressive
wave of innovations are being planned
to sweep this university. Hundreds of
student, and more importantly full time
food service and BSW jobs will be
washed away as a result of these ‘pro-
gressive’ plans.
The imminent alteration in question
is the proposed food court which stu-
dents (at least those who paid attention -
let alone consideration) voted for
approximately one year ago. What those
students were not informed of while
they voted was that some of the univer-
sity food service itself, and its employ-
ees, would be eliminated as a result.
This includes many needed student jobs,
as well. Sneaky, huh? When students
vote, they should have the right to know
all issues at hand, and its effects upon
the campus. Basically, we as students
should know just what we are getting
into when we cast our ballots -  in this
instance being the termination of long
standing employment of these workers.
Also, in an effort to save money, the
BSWs are currently defending their jobs
from the managerially inept university
administration. Let’s not forget about
these dedicated employees while two
weeks ago Eastern decided to spend
$50,000 for a research firm to locate a
replacement for Jorns when he retires.
Hummm, let’s also keep in mind
Eastern employee Jim Hanna, who is
currently being paid about $9,000 a
month for work that he is not even per-
forming. Still, Tuesday’s issue of The
Daily Eastern News printed Ted
Weider’s denial to allegations that clean-
ing supplies were grossly marked up a
and sold for an unreasonable profit, a
situation Jorns himself would make no
comment of. Furthermore, in light of
these circumstance, Jorns will receive a
4 percent raise! What a slap in the face!
Why is all this rambling important?
What does the BSW situation have to do
with all this? Because students need to
realize how their money is spent.
Hopefully this will open some people’s
eyes; maybe then more involvement
would result to combat such misman-
agement.
As a final note concerning university
workers, it’s true they have a more
direct impact on those living in dorms,
but all should at least consider their
cause - being the sake of steady income
for hard working people whose service
and dedication is overlooked by an inef-
ficient administration.      
Paul B. Smith
junior English Major
To the editor:
In response to Brian Anderson’s
assertion: Worst use of university
resources: ”any union negotiated
salary,” I’d like to submit the following.
In June, departments spend every
dollar in their accounts. If they don’t
they receive less money. Departments
aren’t rewarded for being run efficiently
instead they get a budget cut.
Eastern’s new president wants new
carpet in his office. After installation, he
doesn’t like it, so up it comes and more
new carpet is laid.
A vice president at Eastern has rela-
tives who need work. Guess where they
find jobs? A job was created for the
youngest son at the Physical Plant.
Starting salary $32,000. Because of this
nepotism, the VP was reassigned to
Washington DC. She continued to draw
her full salary for one year.
Eastern’s lobbyist in Springfield is
reassigned. A firm is hired to perform
her duties, while she is still getting full
salary.
Here’s what my union negotiated
salary buys the student. In addition to
our normal cleaning, BSW’s clean big
green hockers off the restroom mirrors,
wipe boogers off the walls, mop up
urine in the elevators, pick up used fem-
inine hygiene products, occasionally
feces and there’s always the vomit.
Brian, try my job sometime. Then tell
me my salary is the biggest waste of
money on campus.         
Dick Tipsword
Building Service Worker
your turnEnglish class helps studentsand family grieve after death
Iwould like the students ofEastern to know about
Community Blood Services of
Illinois. They are a nonprofit orga-
nization that supply blood and
blood products to hospitals in
Champaign and Coles counties.
CBSI is a member of America’s
Blood Centers, the largest network
of blood services in the country.
After filling the needs of Coles and
Champaign counties, CBSI works with ABC to help other
areas in need of blood. They send most of the surplus collect-
ed by CBSI to the metropolitan area of Chicago where
demand always exceeds supply. They do not sell, but share
this blood because it is against Illinois law to pay for blood;
hospitals receiving this blood pay for the actual costs associat-
ed with collecting, processing and testing. These costs are
passed on to  the patient receiving the products.
No one can dispute that donating blood is beneficial. Each
unit collected is separated into components to help multiple
patients depending on need. Thus, one donation can help up
to three different patients and many patients out there are in
need. Unfortunately, only 5 percent of the eligible population
donates.
CBSI has other activities besides whole blood collection.
They can bank autologous donations for patients who antici-
pate blood use during surgery. By donating your own blood
ahead of time, you create a “blood account” to receive your
own blood should you need it. By using your own blood, you
eliminate any risk of exposure to bloodborne diseases.
There is more than one way to donate at CBSI. Special
platelet apheresis donation is possible to help victims of
bleeding disorders. Special machines sepa-
rate and collect only platelets from the
donor. In this way, persons who are eager
to donate more often than every 56 days
may do so; platelet donors may give every
two weeks.
CBSI also has new blood bags for persons
wishing to be typed for bone marrow dona-
tion. During a regular donation, they can
fill a special reservoir for tissue typing.
This information can be used for registra-
tion as a potential marrow donor with the National Marrow
Donor Program. This way, both blood donation and marrow
typing can be done with only one needle stick. Marrow trans-
plants are life savers for patients with blood diseases like
leukemia.
However, the focus of CBSI is not merely blood collection.
They also emphasize donor education and safety. All ques-
tions about donating blood or platelets are quickly and hon-
estly answered. Those who would pose a risk to themselves or
a patient by donating are politely turned away. CBSI wants to
safeguard donors and recipients by maintaining a healthy,
active donor pool.
I think the Charleston area is lucky to be served by this
excellent organization. CBSI has a wonderful staff who sup-
plies a critical service. Their donor center in Coles County is
found near Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center. CBSI is avail-
able year-round to accept donations and provide information.
I urge any interested person to visit them and develop the
habit of saving lives through regular blood and platelet dona-
tion. Thank you.
-Lori Hampton is a senior health studies major and a guest
columnist  for The Daily Eastern News.
LORI HAMPTON
Guest columnist
“They are a nonprofit 
organization that supplies
blood and blood products to
hospitals...”
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Student Government
should use summer
to create new ideas
Poetry reading created new
positive, uplifting experience  
Livable income of workers
dependent on student vote BSWs jobs require a lot
more than meets the eye
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S a t u r d a y
M ay 2, 1998
S o u t h  Q u a d  
Lantz Fieldhouse if it rains
1 2 n o o n - 6 p m
E v e r y t h i n g  i s  F R E E !
Alpha Taz by Alpha Phi
Monster Bingo
DJ 80 s Music
Picnic Food
Lazer Runner
Bouncy Boxing
Adult Moonwalking
Jumbo-Wumbo Slide
W ax Hands
Go to Quakin  and
look for Carrot Top;
he might POP Up!
Carrot Top is in Lantz Gym
8pm Saturday May 2nd
$10 EIU Students 
$15 General Public
If you’re reading this, 
so are they.By AMY THONCampus editor
Two of Eastern’s graduating
seniors will be honored with the
Senior Award at a luncheon
reception May 9.
Jennifer Daulby, senior politi-
cal science major, and Jason
Amato, senior finance major, have
been named Outstanding Seniors.
Pam Muchmore, a Union
office systems specialist, said the
award is given to one senior each
year and the students must be
nominated to receive the award.
This year 10 students were nomi-
nated.
“The nominations are submit-
ted to the University Union advi-
sory board,” said Shirley Stewart,
director of student services and
career services.
The nominations are then
reviewed by the board at its April
meeting.
“They make the selection for
the winner and also the runner-up
for the award,” Stewart said.
The nomination for the award
is based on several criteria includ-
ing academic achievement, contri-
butions to campus projects and
campus leadership.
The candidate must be an offi-
cer or have held a leadership posi-
tion in a campus organization and
have participated in community-
related events or programming.
They also must have employment
experience.
“The nomination (for Daulby)
addressed many of the criteria
that are looked for. She was
actively involved,” Stewart said.
“Her nomination covered all
areas.”
Daulby said her involvement in
campus events led to her nomina-
tion.
“I was really happy. It has been
given to a lot of great people in
the past and a lot of god people
were up for it so it means a lot to
me,” Daulby said. “I think it’s an
honor and I really appreciate it.”
Amato also said his involve-
ment at Eastern has been impor-
tant in his education.
“Since my time here at
Eastern, I feel I contributed great-
ly to Eastern and the Charleston
community,” Amato said. “I was
honored to be recognized as a
finalist for the senior award.”
Two honored with senior award
Jennifer Daulby and Jason Amato
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Administration editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday heard a report
from CAA member Ken Sutton
updating the progress of the com-
mittee for the revision of inte-
grated core writing component
requirements.
Sutton said the committee
reviewed information from the
web regarding writing intensity
requirements and definitions at
various universities.
The committee most frequent-
ly found that other universities
required that courses considered
writing-intensive stress “substan-
tial revision” to papers, Sutton
said.
CAA member Frank
McCormick said that “the stipu-
lation of pages or the number of
words were frequent in defini-
tions (of writing-intensive at
other universities).”
Sutton said that the committee
is “brainstorming” and they
wanted to “launch” into the sum-
mer with some of the information
gathered from the web sites to
help them in their revision of the
writing component requirement
at Eastern.
He said they will be looking at
the stages (writing-intensive,
writing-active and writing-cen-
tered).
“(The stages) haven’t been
defined to our satisfaction,”
Sutton said. “Other universities
have tougher definitions and we
want to update ours.”
McCormick said the commit-
tee also found that class limits in
writing intensive courses at small
universities was around 20 stu-
dents and large universities usu-
ally had about 25 to 27 students.
He said he believes  this should
be taken into consideration.
The CAA also elected new
officers for the fall 1998 school
term. The new CAA Chair will
be Bill Addison and the new vice
chair will be Doug Bock. • 
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Alpha Sigma Tau
presents their 
1998 Committee Heads
Greek Week:
Informal:
Senior Send-Off:
Parents Weekend:
Midnight Madness:
Art:
Publicity:
Historian:
Music/Greek Sing:
Natural Ties:
Editor:
Courtesy/Etiquette:
Sober Sisters:
Shannon O’Keefe
Jen Calloway
Meg Finley
ReAnna Herzberger
Michelle Willock
Jamie Gack
Jane Harris 
Alison Vance
Kelli Spiezo
Jamie Crockett
Jamie Gack
Alison Vance
Jenni Rusk
Sharon Houlihan
Jen Calloway
Jen Polkow
Michelle Willock
Amber Dzieginski
Advertise
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WEKEND AT
MOTHERS
22 oz. btls.
$2
Bacardi
Pitchers
$5
Bottles &
BAr 
drinks
$1.50
open all
summer!
SUMMER JOBS!!
Students.....
Ask About Our Scholarship Program
1 (888) 901-TEMP
• Earn Top Pay
• Gain Invaluable Experience
• Build Your Resume
Rolling Meadows • Buffalo Grove • Downers Grove
Preffered Staffing has the jobs
- now all we need is you!  
Spend your summer with us!
EIU Students
W/ID $10
QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2 Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489
Music By John Mellencamp,
Jimmy Buffet, and other 
favorites
Show starts at 9:30
Friday Night
$1.50 ICEHOUSE / 
RED DOG
$2.00 LIGHT 16 0Z /
CORONA / BECKS /
HOOCH LEMON BREW
Ted's'at
Treasure Island Furniture
&
Mini Storage
(217) 348-1041 5 X 10
$25 month
10 - 5
Mon. - Sat.
620 West State
Charleston, Il 61920
MARIANNE’S EURO DELI
•LUNCHES & DINNERS AVAILABLE
• Everyday vegetarian specials
• Homemade Soup $2.50
• Hot Muffins, Chicago
Bagels, & Fresh Danish  
• Homemade Desserts
-Black Forest Cake
& other Tortes
• German Sausage & 
Lunch Meats Available                
• Swedish Fruit Drinks
• Delivery Now
Available!
348-7733
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT
615 MONROE 
CHARLESTON, IL
Mon-Fri 10am-8pm
Sat 8am-5pm
Is smarty pants
leaving you behind? 
Tell him or her how much
you’ll miss them with a
Graduation Personal
in the Daily Eastern News!
Personals will appear
Monday,  May 4th.
Deadline is 2pm April 30th.
Name: Phone:
Address:
Message:
Bring to Student Publications
Buzzard
SPECIAL #1
1x2
NO Photo
$6
15 words 
or less
SPECIAL #2
1x3
With Photo
$12
15 words 
or less
SELL THAT STUFF
YOUR JUST SICK OF,
BUT WILL MAKE
ANOTHER G L O W
IN The Daily Eastern
News
ONLY $1 for 10 words
the conference scoring race and in
the OVC Player of the Year ballot-
ing.
While most of the talk was about
Kaye’s offensive performance, he
was quick to point out he did other
things than just score and drive to
the hoop.
“Every year I improved on my
defense,” Kaye said. “For the most
part I think I did a good job of
defending the guards in the confer-
ence.” 
Kaye was one of three starting
seniors on the team along with for-
ward Conya Robinson, forward
Kurt Cuffle and center Eric
Frankfort.
“I think we did well,” Kaye said.
“Me and Conya worked well
together, he was more of the vocal
leader and I was the lead by exam-
ple leader, which is what coach
wanted. I think I fulfilled that role
pretty well.”
The disappointment for these
seniors came in the opening round
of the OVC playoffs, when the No.
2 seed Panthers were upset by the
No. 7 seed Tennessee State Tigers.
Kaye said it was the one thing
that didn’t happen like he wanted it
to in his four years at Eastern. 
“For the most part I fulfilled
everything I wanted to,” he said.
“The only thing I didn’t fulfill was
making it to the NCAA
Tournament. Other than that, both
team wise and personally I fulfilled
everything.”
But after a four-year career in a
Panther uniform, Kaye, a commu-
nications major,  is going to walk
across the stage with a diploma in
his hand come Saturday. 
“I’m going to miss it (EIU),”
Kaye said. “It’s like my home. But
I might have something to look for-
ward to.”
The thing that Kaye is looking
forward to now is a professional
basketball career. 
“Next weekend I’m going to an
individual workout with the Indiana
Pacers, and this summer I’ll be
playing in a Florida League,” Kaye
said.
“Hopefully I’ll get invited to
some more tryouts, but if not I’ll try
to play overseas.”
KAYE from page 8A
Coming in right behind Murray is sophomore
catcher Matt Mason, who has a .399 batting average.
He leads the team in homers with  a conference-lead-
ing 56 RBI.  In second place for RBI is Panther
senior designated hitter Clint Benhoff with 53.
“We’re an inconsistent team,” Ward said. “We
have good pitching but at times it’s not consistent.
Our defense has not been good. We’re a good offen-
sive team consistently, but pitching and defense wins
games.”
Schmitz knows this type of a team can pose a
threat to Eastern. 
“EKU has really been off and on and it’s hard to
say how  they’ll be playing,” Schmitz said. “They’re
going to pose a different threat because they run
more than most teams and they start left-handed
pitching. Our team is going to have to respond to
that.”
Ward’s team has suffered a series of rainouts,
which may effect their readiness
“We’re not as prepared as what we hoped,” Ward
said.
BASEBALL from page 8A
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What happens when
32 teeth try to fit into
a size 28 mouth?
For most of us, wisdom teeth represent
four additional teeth that our mouth can’t
accommodate.  The result can be impacted
wisdom teeth producing pain and possibly
causing damage to the other teeth.
It is not unusual at this time of year for
students to have trouble with their wisdom
teeth.  Stress and lack of proper rest and diet
seem to act as a catalyst for a wisdom tooth
flair-up.
Ideally the mouth should be x-rayed in
the teen years to tell if the wisdom teeth are
going to present a problem.  If so, early
removal is usually easier, less complicated
and recovery time is much shorter.
At Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial
Surgery, the removal of wisdom teeth is done
as an outpatient surgery in our offices and is
often covered by insurance.
Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
102 Professional Plaza
Mattoon, IL 61938
217-345-7070      Philip R. Banghart, DDS
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YOUNGSTOWN
345-2363
Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FRO CHURCH
1,2,3 & 4
Bedrooms Available
Central Air
Fully Furnished
Garbage Disposals
New Ownership
24 hr.
Maintenance
Dishwashers
Decks
3 Laundry
Facilities
Onsite 
Management
Make a Viewing
Appointment Today!
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH
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YOUNGSTOWN
1,2,3 & 4
Bedrooms Available
Central Air
Fully Furnished
Garbage Disposals
24 hr.
Maintenance
Dishwashers
Decks
3 Laundry
Facilities
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
THE PLACE
Monday
.75 Drafts
Tuesday
$1.25 Honey Brown Lite
Wednesday
Ladies Night
.50 Draft $1.00 Rail
Thursday
1.00 Drafts & Free Pool
Fri. and Sat. Live DJ
Where the hell
is the Place?
Call 348-RIDE
Ashmore
*Largest Beer Garden
in Coles County!
*Horseshoe pits
are open!
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Large Thin Single Item
For the Low Price of
$7.95 plus tax
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends
345-3400
Pagliai’s Pizza
BY KYLE BAUER
Staff writer
It’s tourney time for Panther
Softball. The double-elimination
Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament opens this weekend in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Eastern earned a fifth seed in the
tournament and will face third-
seeded Tennessee-Martin. The two
teams are set to do battle 9 a.m.
Saturday.
The Skyhawaks hold the season
edge over Eastern 3-0, beating
them twice at home and once on
the road.
“We didn’t play very well
against them the first time,”
Panther head coach Lloydene
Searle said. “The team was at the
lowest point of the season, but we
have picked it up and improved all
the way around.”
The Panthers have come a long
way since then. Eastern is coming
off of a good week in which they
were 5-1 against conference oppo-
nents, improving its overall record
to 22-19. Included in those wins
were shutouts over Southeast
Missouri State and Austin Peay.
The Panthers are looking to their
pitchers to step it up and take con-
trol in the postseason. 
“We need to play our game,”
Searle said.  “Our pitchers have to
go in with confidence and play to
their potential and play within
themselves.”
Sophomore Sara DaLaere has
been a big part of that Panther
pitching staff all year. Last week
she earned OVC Co-Pitcher of the
week honors for her back-to-back
shutouts over SEMO and Austin
Peay. DaLaere now leads the
Panther pitching staff in wins,
saves and strikeouts. 
On the offensive side, Eastern is
concentrating on putting the ball in
play. 
“We have learned a lot offen-
sively,” Searle said.  “We just have
to put the ball in play. If we put the
ball in play we can make things
happen.”
Leading the Panthers offense is
sophomore second baseman Julie
Fonda.  Fonda is batting .429 and
just recently broke Eastern’s record
for most stolen bases in a single
season. Fonda is third in the OVC
in runs scored and leads the confer-
ence in stolen bases.
The Skyhawks enter the tourna-
ment with a record of 22-18-1.
Leading the charge for the
Skyhawks is senior pitcher Jessica
Crosser. Crosser recently  broke the
UT Martin pitching record for most
strikeouts with 90. 
She improved her record to 11-8
with back-to-back complete-game
wins over Tennessee State and
Austin Peay last week.
Crosser is also an offensive
threat for the Skyhawks. She is one
hit shy of becoming the first
Skyhwak to record 50 hits.
The winner of this game will
move on to the play the winner of
the Morehead State/Eastern
Kentucky game.
Panthers start OVC tournament
a lot of expectations to fill for next season. Both her
and Padovan are looking to improve on this season’s
times.
“She is going to have a better starting point next
season,” Padovan said. “It will be hard to come in bet-
ter next season.” 
Dore has other goals in sight next season.
“I want to try some of the stroke events next sea-
son,” she said. “Mainly the butterfly and backstroke.”
Dore has stressed the importance of the whole team
doing well, and that showed during the meets this sea-
son.
“She was always yelling for her teammates during
other races,” assistant coach Donna Ruf said. “She is a
good team leader.
Not only did Dore swim in the short distances, but
she broke the school record in the 500-yard freestyle.
Most sprinters don’t like to swim the longer distances,
according to Padovan. Dore performed well in the pool
this season, but it was her outside work that was
remarkable. Dore carried a 3.8 grade-point average last
semester as a marketing major. She is in the honors
program at Eastern. She attributes a lot of her scholarly
success to her professors.
“I have been lucky that a majority of my classes
have had good professors,” Dore said. “They have been
available outside of class, and been understanding
when I had to miss class for swimming.”
Dore is what every coach looks for in a student-ath-
lete, according to Padovan.
DORE from page 8A
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KATHERINE THOMAS/ Staff photographer
Basketball senior Rick Kaye and freshman swimmer Amanda Dore pose in Buzzard Hall. The pair were
named the Male and Female Players of the Year respectively.
By MATT WILSON 
Sports Editor
The Daily Eastern News  sports
staff has picked for the Male
Athlete of the Year,  senior basket-
ball guard Rick Kaye. 
“I’m excited and surprised,”
Kaye said. “There is so many good
male athletes out there. I’m just at
a loss of words actually.”
Kaye’s performance on the bas-
ketball court left opponents at a
loss of words, as time and time
again he would baffle his oppo-
nents with his shooting touch or
his drives through the lane. 
“I think there’s two different
types of basketball players, shoot-
ers and scorers,” Kaye said. “I
think I’m more of a scorer because
I do more things than just shoot, I
drive the lane. So I’m a shooter
plus all those other good things.”
Kaye, a resident of Hoffman
Estates, led the Panther basketball
team to a second place finish in the
Ohio Valley Conference regular
season with a 13-5 conference
mark. Kaye was in a battle for the
scoring title against Murray State
senior guard De ‘Teri Mayes for
the entire season. 
“We said all season we thought
Rick was the best basketball player
in the OVC,” Panther head coach
Rick Samuels said. “De ‘Teri
Mayes is an outstanding player, but
we though Rick did more for us
than just score.”
But in the end, Kaye’s 21.2 per
game scoring average was just not
enough, as Mayes finished first in 
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
Amanda Dore may only be a
freshman, but the swimmer’s per-
formance this year has earned her
the Female Athlete of the Year by
the Daily Eastern News staff.
Dore was both a leader inside
and outside of the pool this season.
Although she broke three individu-
al records this season, Dore is most
proud of the records broken by the
relay teams.
Dore fed off of her teammates in
order to do well in the pool. 
“If everyone is on an emotional
high, it helps me a lot,” she said. “I
wouldn’t have been able to do as
well without the team’s excite-
ment.”
Perform well was an understate-
ment with regard to Dore’s season.
She broke school records in the
100, 200, and 500-yard freestyle
races. Dore was also on all four
relay teams that broke Eastern’s
records this season.
“We are really excited because
all four of us are back next season,”
Dore said. 
Coach Ray Padovan was
extremely impressed with Dore’s
progress this season.
“She came in with a successful
high school career,” Padovan said.
Padovan went on to say Dore
exceeded all of her expectations
early in the season.
“She wanted to swim under 54
seconds in the 100, she broke that
by the second meet,” he said.
Dore’s record time was 52.77 sec-
onds.
With all of her success, Dore has 
Swimmer, cager receive annual honors
Dore takes Female
Athlete of the Year 
Choice of Kaye
as Player of the
Year a slam dunk
See DORE page 7ASee KAYE page 6A
By MATT WILSON
Sports editor
The Panther baseball team needs just one win on
Saturday or Sunday at Eastern Kentucky to solidify
the No. 1 seed in the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament. 
“As a team we know that  but what we want to do
is continue to play well,” Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz said. “If we win one and lose two at
Eastern Kentucky then that’s not the momentum we
want going into the conference tournament.”
The top two teams in the conference get a first-
round bye in the tournament, so if Eastern (16-4 in
the OVC, 33-12 overall) gets that one win, the
Panthers would get to sit and watch the opening
round.
But Eastern has other things on its mind, such as
the weekend series against Eastern Kentucky. While
the Panthers have already guaranteed themselves at
least a spot in the conference tournament, Eastern
Kentucky is battling for the sixth and final spot. 
Eastern Kentucky is in a fifth-place tie with
Morehead State, each with 10-11 conference
records. So if the season were to end today, both the
Colonels and Morehead State would be in, while
seventh place Middle Tennessee with a 8-12 record
would be out of the tournament. 
“Obviously this is an important series, we’re
playing against the top team in the conference,”
Eastern Kentucky head coach Jim Ward said. “It
gives us a chance to evaluate how we stack up
against them. If we do go to the tourney then we
want to compete and this will be a good indicator if
we can.”
Ward said he hopes the battle for the final spot in
the conference will give his team some incentive.
“I hope so, if it doesn’t then we’re in big trou-
ble,” he said. “I think the guys want to get to the
tourney because they know if they get there it’s a
brand new season and anything can happen. I think
the desire is there to get there.”
Schmitz said this is what could make Eastern
Kentucky very dangerous. 
“It’s the end of the year and we’re playing
against a team that wants to stay in the hunt,” he
said. “If they have a good weekend anything can
happen.”
So while this is an important weekend for
Eastern, this is more important for Eastern
Kentucky. The Colonels are coming off a confer-
ence weekend where they lost 2-of-3 games to
Tennessee Tech. After Eastern Kentucky won the
first game, the Golden Eagles came back to take the
next two from the Colonels and win the series. 
While Eastern Kentucky is third in the OVC for
offense and pitching, the problems come in the
defensive area. The Colonels are last in the OVC for
team fielding, as they have committed 104 errors
this season. 
To compensate for its fielding mistakes, Eastern
Kentucky has the third and fourth best hitters in the
conference. The offense is led by junior outfielder
Baseball battles Colonels to secure
top seed in Ohio Valley Conference By DAVID PUMP
Associate sports editor
Eastern’s men’s and women’s
track and field teams will compete
in different meets this weekend as
the men will host the Central
Collegiates and the women will
travel to Indiana University.
The Central Collegiates will
feature an eight-team field from
around the Midwest.  Eastern
Michigan, Western Michigan,
Eastern Illinois and Wisconsin-
Milwaukee should be at the top of
the field.
“It is going to be a tough meet
following an off weekend,” coach
Tom Akers said.
“Hopefully we can get at it
and be competitive.”
The women have a similar goal
to the men, according to coach
John Craft.
“We have 18 kids going (to
Indiana) and we are looking to
finish out the year,” Craft said.  “It
will give them a chance to go out
with a bang.”
Both events will be competi-
tive, according to Eastern’s coach-
es.
“They usually bring in some
good competition and it works for
us because we don’t have to travel
far for a good meet,” Craft said.
Akers said with the two
schools from Michigan making
the trip to Charleston, the level of
competition is extremely competi-
tive, but he expects the Panther’s
to be ready
“We need to challenge the
leader and go after it,” Akers said.
“We are ready physically, but we
need to be in the right frame of
mind mentally.”
Craft said the women too are
ready, and the new track at
Indiana should help the Lady
Panthers.
“It is a brand new facility and it
should be really conducive for
good performances,” Craft said.
Eastern’s women’s team will
make a return trip to
Bloomington, Ind. to compete in
the Billy Hayes invitational on
May 16.
Eastern Michigan will bring in
14 top seeds out of 20 events for
Saturdays meet.
Western Michigan has four top
seeds, DePaul and Detroit-Mercy
each have one respectively.
Despite not having any of the
top seeds, the Panther’s have a top
10 seed in all 20 events.
Men host, women travel
for weekend track meets
See BASEBALL page 6A
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All good th1ngs must come to an end. Th!s has 
bee" a pattern throughollt ~rstory: Velcr.o going out 
of style (IOnd oO. the break up ott he MonRees. and 
Se1nf~ld (LOing off the. alr These things all follow the 
great circle of fife. and even lhougfi it hurts to say 
good·bye. i\ is something we must do To the dis· 
may of all. the Men .of Adventure must follow this 
(jjrcle as well.l'hat's riQh!~ it is time for the MOA to 
go their separate ways. But do not weep: there is a 
little MOA in all of ·you. Our legend will live on 
through the stories that you tell your children, and 
your children's children. and your chndren's chil-
dren's children. and your ... wen, you get the point. 
Here it goes ... We studied for finals after we gave 
blood and mooched some brownies. Then we 
drove home and passed out from heal exhaustion. 
Enough said. 
Eplsodel9 "Homecoming •. :· 
We dld a Homecomi.ng ,~:oh.Jmn? . 
Episode , 10 ''Be Afraid, Very Afraid ... " 
flallowee.n. a time for being scary. This [s Why 
we the MOA supposedly traveled to a certain "asy· • 
tum that might b~ on the outskirts of Charleston. 
We are not really sure. 
Episode t11 ".MOA In Training ... " 
This was the last column that Mike wrote. · snif· 
fie· ·sniffle· As the old wenfout, we did brfno.in a. 
strapping young lfucf< by .the name of ROQer... but 
then..Rog,er -got drafted Into the CIA, so we had to 
go with lh.fmmi~ lly.na"'d Bob. Bob was put through 
a s!Uie~· ... . etfn!): traininq. exercises. and he 
provedll mw wO~tiY: . ' 
In honor of our last column we are going to 
recap all of our previous adventures so we can 
reminisce 11bout tun times that wer~ had by all • 
klnd of llke that Nev;hart finale. So here we go , .. an 
1ssue·by-issue account of the pratfalls. and tomfoob 
ery of that crazy twosome that you all have come to 
know as th~ Men of Adventure (Insert majestic 
trumpet noise here!) . Due to'lai:k of space. we ·are going to have to 
Eprsode 11 "The A.dventure BeglnJ ... " combine .columns' #12·#29 In one sentence. and 
This was the beginning of the beginning th~ ahir 'a long period of deep thinking we came up 
original MOA (Mike and fv'att.) They gallivanted out witt\~ perfect statement: The greatesnove;a per· 
to "the beacon.of western commeree .... Wal·Mart~ son could give to another Is the smallest gift man· 
For all you loyal reade.rs you wilt f<now that here is hood has to' offer. Of course, the aforementioned J 
where we ran Into such characters as Cart Woman~ entence makes no sense ·at all, but neither did 
Crazy Video Store Guy, the Gun Guy. and Bill. corumns 112-#29. 
Believe. it or not, you can still find all these folk at • So now comes the time wt1en we bid farewell to 
. Wal·mart, except for Crazy Video Store Guy. He all our faithful readers and give thanks to those that 
was promoted mto the world of the cashier. mean so much io us. In the tradition of all album 
Congratulations! covers we are now goftJg to present to you our 
Episode f 2 1'Riffs Between Men ... " ' ·specral Tllatl~ u~r ~" . 
Well, from Wal·Mart we went to the next logical snoA (.Special T'ha~ of Adleoture)::. 
step, put1-putt. So out we went to Chucktown's Mlke MBaby Spice" Rice; Jllf"'The.'Ffrst ManP 
fines! mini-gallery. Thrs was an aU out battle of epic Jedlowski: Rachel "The SecQnd Man" Carruthers; 
testosterone·lilled proportions. A set of blue balls Jaime "The Real Man" Hodge: The Pink. Panthers: 
......... ......,.'"~-P.!i-~,W.b11lW~ej1e,91 that and the. help of Bra'1) Stof<$r• the Mr. T e-xperience: Dave's roo·m· 
_ ~'l!.ltU~-C!e'..·~Jll~Q.Ule_ dpQ. bgy~ Th~nks._ J£ • • mat§; Eilee'l ~Come on~. Pannaralla; lhe Spice 
-~Jo .. : wllerater you are Girls; All the WOA (We lo¥e ya); Big At; (Can ypu 
Episode 13 "It's Break Time ... " tell we are just going through the phone book?}: 
This was one column we would like to forget ... The. Arrivals; Chris Cougill; Shannon "Friendly 
so we drd. Nefgtiborhood Bar'' Sherwood: Superintendent 
Episode t4 "In the Pink' ... " Chalmers: A.W. (You know who you are); Sheryl 
This was our crowning achievement. We.. spent "Sue~ Sidwell; the letter "0": 'Ike; for the lovely pic· 
an entire day with some of the most baau1ilul lures; Carrot Top (the Klog of Comedy?}: and final· 
women in the greater Charleston area ... The Pin1( ly, Mr. Dolph Lundgren. without whom the MOA. 
Panthers. All it took was bottled water and our win-. would never exist. ••· • 
ning personaliti~ to win over these love.ly ladies, If · 
any of you P.P.s st[ll read our column, we offer you MOA FINAL WISDOM: Remember there is a little 
our gratitude and remind you that your squad will MOA in all of yoft; all you have to do is go the doc· 
always have a special place in the hearts of the tor and he will prescribe ya.u an ointment that will 
MOA. clear that up in two to six weeks. Until then, keep 
Episode t5·8 " Crunch Time .. . ", "Out For drinklng and keep on tructdn' towards AdventureHI 
Blood ••. n. "On the Mooch ••• " and "On the Road Edicors No~e: The Hen of~ .... proltsslonal sadl'lsd. 
Again •.• " ...._ do noc rrylNI at ~~orne. No ,.,_ wu lncended 1n m. 
T~ese four columns can be lumpecUogether =====ra~.~coor~Het> beciilse· we o~ly have so rrilich space to wofi( with: ~.JC ~· n.n~c )'011.-' '-• na d.,. 
$AVE MONEY 
on your motoicyde repairs a accaorJes 
JIM WALKER CYCLE SHOP 
345-3758 
Rt. 1 Box 242, Lerna' 62440 
Buffets 
Grad.u.ation· 
Diner Billet· 
' $14.51 
.... tJI.-1 .... 
....... 
....... ,.... ...... .,., 
.......... ....., 
... In! 
BeSt Western Worthington 11m 
m w u.a.~a, a.rt.eoa 
... 348-8161 
I. 
·I 
I 
I • 
I·,A,Med. U4") Thin cfust . I . . . I Olle.TotJplng P1ua . . 
• A ·family-Size Salad md 
: • A ~ller.lloale of Coa-Cola7 
I 10 oz. ~Saladlw/ Dr51ng • $14 w/ a (16") Large Pizza 
• 
1- Cany-Out Only thru May 23, 1998. 
I 
I 
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9091811a5ftet 
348-75.15 
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Cartoonists Needed 
On the Verge of the Weekend 3bfriday.5.01.1998
Hello Dave 9:30 p.m. Fri. May 1 Friend’s (the Dungeon) $4 345-2380
Kai Mera 9:30 p.m. Fri. May 1 City of New Orleans (Champaign) $4 (217) 359-2489
Adelante w/Estilo Chicago 10 p.m. Sat. May 2 Blind Pig $5 (217) 351-7476
The Impalas 9 p.m. Sat. May 2 Creamy’s (Champaign) free (217) 359-6977
The Astronauts 10 p.m. Mon. May 4 Friend’s & Co. free 345-2380
Trickle Down 10:30 p.m. Thurs. May 7 Uptowner & Cellar $2 345-4622
Dark Eden 9 p.m. Fri. May 1 Uptowner & Cellar $2 345-4622
Studebaker John and The Hawks 10 p.m. Fr. May 1 Blind Pig (Champaign) $6 (217) 351-7476
Patience Mudeka 9:30 p.m. Fri. May 1 Mabel’s (Champaign) $4 (217) 328-5701
Jagtown w/Jove, Absinthe 9:30 p.m. Sat. May 2 City of New Orleans $4 (217) 359-2489
The Prefects 6:30 p.m. Sat. May 2 Creepy-Crawler (St. Louis) $5 (314) 621-9019
Uncle John’s Band 9:30 p.m. Wed. May 6 Mabel’s $5 (217) 351-7476
Robbie Fulks 8:30 p.m. Sat. May 9 Friend’s (the Dungeon) $7 345-2380
Who When Where Price Phone
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Carrot Top to bring explosive, rock n’ roll comedy to Eastern one more time
He’s no Leonardo DiCaprio.
He describes himself as bushy
and indecisive, computer-illiter-
ate and Chelsea-esque. His wild
stage antics and rock n’ roll
comedy have taken numerous
TV shows and comedy clubs by
storm, and he’s the only per-
former with a twist of orangish-
red hair labeled as a health haz-
ard to anyone within a five-foot
range of it.
He’s Carrot Top. And he’s
coming to Eastern on May 2.
“I’m no Leonardo DiCaprio.
Bushy. Indecisive. Computer-illit-
erate,” Carrot Top said. “Say I
begged for two words and you
gave it to me. Chumbawamba. I
look kind of l ike that band
Chumbawamba. Chelsea-esque.
I  kind of look l ike Chelsea
Clinton.”
Widely recognized for his red
spirals of hair and goofy charm
on stage, Carrot Top incorpo-
rates mass amounts of insanely
various stage props.
“I have such a different style
of humor than most comics. But
you don’t please everybody,”
Carrot Top said. “Everyone has
to have their own style, so I did
my own prop thing so people
can see all kinds of craziness,
like a rock n’ roll comedy show.”
His own style of craziness
seems to fit him as well as his
moniker as Carrot Top contin-
ues to perform around the
country. For ten years, the
comedian has forsaken his real
name to market a more memo-
rable title.
“The truth is I lost a bet,”
Carrot Top joked. “Scott
Thompson was my normal
name, and I needed something
fun. It just kind of worked and I
decided it was kind of funny.
It was fun and it kind of
went along with the
whole act, ‘cause my
dancing name is
Cinnamon.”
Ironically enough,
the 29-year old’s
future took off at an
open mic nite when
he was still in college.
“When I was in college,
they had an open mic nite, and I
went up and did it there and
then my friend said let’s go to a
comedy bar, and then we went
there and did (the routine)
there, and it just turned into
something I  wanted to do,”
Carrot Top said. “It just snow-
balled. It was either that or male
dancing. And I get just as many
jokes taking my clothes off as I
do when I do comedy.”
This will be Carrot Top’s sec-
ond performance at Eastern, but
those who were here two years
ago can expect an entirely differ-
ent show since he plans to do
the entire routine in Spanish, he
said. Using the unusual comedic
combination of lasers, pyrotech-
nics, rock n’ roll and explosions,
Carrot Top’s ever-twisting rou-
tine explodes to new heights
every time he performs.
“The thing that changes is the
show. The jokes change - there’s
always gonna be
updates, like jokes on changes in
the news,” Carrot Top said.
“And more production - since
the last time I was here I went
from a 14-foot truck to a semi.
Things have changed in that
realm. And I had a make-over
since then on the Sally Jesse
Raphael show.”
One of his favorite aspects of
show-biz was the memories and
returning to places where he
was well-received, Carrot Top
said. However, his most memo-
rable experience was his first
performance on the Tonight
Show.
“It was such a big thrill. The
Tonight Show was probably the
most memorable because I was
standing on the mark where
Johnny Carson stood for 20
years, and it was pretty cool to
sit there and think ‘wow, I’m on
TV,” Carrot Top said. “It was
terrifying. Even more terrifying
than my first sexual experi-
ence.”
As for where he would
like take his performance
in the future, Carrot Top
already has some out-of-
this-world plans in the mix.
“To Mars. From the
Earth to the moon. I’d like to
take my act to Wal-Mart and
take it back in and get a receipt
for it, and get a refund for all
the props,” Carrot Top said. “I’d
like to take it to new heights,
just to keep it going and keep
turning people onto new things
- and keep it changing with the
times and be like George Carlin,
and be doing this when I’m 40.”
Ironically enough, the man
who is an inspiration to Carrot
Top is also now a friend and
supporter, along with friends
and family members.
“My friends are pretty big
supporters, my friends and fami-
ly, they all think that it’s some-
thing really cool, and my manag-
er is a friend of mine since I was
a kid,” Carrot Top said.  “And
there’s comics that have helped
me out - George Carlin and Jay
Leno - which is another really
cool thing that you get in the
business - it’s really wild that I
can walk up to George Carlin
and say hi. It hasn’t spoiled me.”
Since comedy is now his job,
Carrot Top said the best part of
his life is being able to make
people laugh with his high-ener-
gy antics and off-the-wall humor.
“Just hearing the energy,
hearing people laugh. The whole
world likes to laugh, so to have
that as a job, to wake up in the
morning and hear people laugh,
that’s really pretty cool,” Carrot
Top said.
And would he come back a
third time?
“Definitely. When I return to
a place where I’ve already been,
... it must mean that they liked
me and I can come back with
the new stuff  and the new
jokes,” Carrot Top said. “In this
business you meet certain peo-
ple along the way, so it’s cool to
go back to the places you’ve
already been to and think you
have friends there.
“The show is my whole day
and the only thing I look for-
ward to, and the people laughed
a lot and had a good time, so
I’m looking forward to it.”
Nigerian artist creates intricate bead designs
In the book, “Nigerian Artists:
A Who’s Who and Bibliography,”
edited by Janet L. Stanley and
published by Smithsonian
Institution, David Dale is listed as
one of Nigeria’s foremost
Graphic Artist, Muralist, Painter
and Printermaker. This artist has
been extensively reviewed in the
Nigerian and Eruopean press;
unfortunately, he is not as well
known in the United States as he
is in Europe.
Some of Dale’s public collec-
tions can be viewed at Howard
University and Mbari Art, both of
which are located in Washington,
D.C. Dale graduated from
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
and since graduation over 20
years ago, has taken part in vari-
ous exhibitions in such places as
Canada, Sweden, Holland, Spain,
Japan, Holland. 
This artist has designed and
engraved works of art for many
institutions around the world,
among them the Nigerian Stock
Exchange, universities, cultural
organizations and state houses.
His works are owned by the Alfa
Romeo Car Company in Italy;
Julius Nyerere, former president
of Tanzania; the Royal Collection
in Sweden; the Governor
General of Australia; Bradford
Museum in England; and Boston
Museum, among the many private
and public collections around the
world.
Dale works in beads and other
media. His bead works are
unique, as he uses beads of the
size of microns. These beads are
made of glass, ceramics  and or
corals. Each work is made of tens
of thousands of micro beads. His
ability to create these paintings
baffles many, and his deft touches
in transforming ideas into magnif-
icent works of art are unmatched
on the African continent and
probably around the world. 
Dale is an icon in the Nigerian
society and all over Africa. He
has received many awards both at
home and abroad. Among these
awards is the African Humane
Award, which he has captured 4
consecutive years. He began col-
lecting prizes and awards since he
was three and continues to do so
at 50 years old.
Dale argues that “art involves
ideology and realism,” and is
borne out in his works. His says
of his art that “it is grounded in
history and does not pretend
that he, as an artist or the
observer stands separate from
his work.” His motifs are vibrant
and his strokes do not in any way
give the impression of conceit.
Dale argues against “abstract
form” and says “this is an escape
which shows that abstract artists
can do nothing  but create allu-
sions.”
He sees his art as the totality
of emotions with foundations in
social realism. He tells the story
of a people, a riot in short but
one who works in not in words
but strokes. Dale’s use of space
and simplicity of form relies on
his use of lines to create move-
ment and rhythmic patterns giv-
ing his works musical vibration.
Dale says that there is “no
competition in art, no winning,
or losing, and there is no end to
art.” His experiments with many
media and at the present works
with 27 different media. He has
participated in over 30 group
exhibitions in Africa and Europe,
and have had solo appearances in
12 or more. 
His bead works are a mosaic
unmatched; his etchings and
stamp designs for the Nigerian
Postal Service are unique and
have been considered the best
since independence. Dale com-
bines personal skills, tactical abili-
ty, wit, intelligence, psychological
insight, sensibility and moral fiber
to demonstrate his talent.
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‘Sick, ’ black metal wrought by Mandril
THANKYOU
FOR YOUR SUPPORT ALL
YEAR
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Would like to wish their 
1998 graduates the best of luck.
Courtney Bock                          Dani Mardos
Heather Christ                          Kelley Spotanski
Kathy Fischer                           Courtney Stone
Martha Hagen                          Michelle Thibodeau
Lynn Kasten                             Holly Trembczynski
Tara Kinney                              Leigh Ann Wiegel
Danielle Lafayette
Gotcha this year!
Happy early
B’day Erica!
Love,  Sara Jo &
Sandra Dee
EIU Students
W/ID $10
H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
Saturday Night
Liv
e
at
$1.50 Red Dog &
Icehouse
$1.50 Pints & Drafts
$2.00 Corona 
Becks
$1.50 Well Drinks
Show Starts at 10:00 p.m.
Sigma Kappa
Would like to thank Papa John’s 
and Subway for sponsoring
our designated driver 
program.
ΑΣΤ
COOKOUT
WHEN: TODAY
WHERE: AT THE AST
HOUSE
TIME: 4-6
COST: $2.00 ( INCLUDES
HAMBURGER, CHIPS,
AND A SODA.)
345-78491412 4th Street
Charleston
Friday Lunch Special
Turkey Burger...................................$3.25
French Club Sandwich......................$3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available!
Dinner Special
Chucktown 8oz. Sirloin Strip w/ 
2 sides & side salad............................$7.25
Drink Special: 16 oz. Drafts......$1.75
Domestic Long Necks.................$1.75It’s the blackest of heavy
metal and it’s number one origi-
nally. The energized CD release
concert was on March 20, 1998
and fans have since been flock-
ing like maggots to roadkill to
Mandril’s latest album, “Burning
the Sickbed,” courtesy of
Polluted Music and Startrax
Recording Studio.
The almighty Mandril has
been around for about three
years. The darklings in the band
are: Steve Jackson on vocals and
keyboards, Bryan Jaegar and
Mark Norkus on lead and rhythm
guitars, Pat Shannon on back-up
vocals and drums and Alex Dertz
on back-up vocals and bass gui-
tar.  
“Burning the Sickbed” is a
follow-up to the 1996 debut
album, “Mind Pollution.”
This dark and depthly album
contains 11 loaded tracks ready
to bang out the roars, screeches
and grunts. It invites everyone to
“feel the greeting of (the) beat-
ing” of the drums in “Downhill”
and “Shrine of August” when the
hard core sounds start immedi-
ately.
“Stillborne” lures in the listen-
ing victims slowly but purely
with haunted-house-like chiming
guitars and then lets them mosh
to the newborn sounds of some-
thing similar to death metal, but
not quite.
“Bedsores and Broomsex” is
way harder than the cinder
blocks in the dorms and is noth-
ing like “Bedposts and
Broomsticks,” whereas “Circus
of Gamorah” clowns around with
an electrifying encore just when
you think you can relax with a
cigarette puff after a few minutes
of black metal rage.
Mandril’s lead singer’s voice
went on a partial vacation for
“Area 51.”  This is the only most-
ly instrumental song on the
album which features a repetition
of a spooky, goth dirge.
“Sarcadium,” like “Area 51,” pro-
vides variety to the album
because it’s a beautiful ballad,
but just as arduous and delicious.
Some may be repelled, but
others are drawn to the somewhat
indecipherable lines like, “subhu-
man mutation, child of a leaking
eye,” in the song “Scarecrow” or
“pain joke and the leper’s cloak.”
In actuality, the diction is power-
fully poetic and profound with-
out the crass profanity of cuss
words. True talent is within
“Burning the Sickbed.”
As a whole, Mandril’s
“Burning the Sickbed” is a petri-
fying emancipation of metal with
somber 90 mph hymns that will
smolder in the ears of head-
bangers when the songs are done.
As for this summer, Mandril
will jam with major metal-heads
like Mayhem, Meshuggah,
Death, Merciful Faith and count-
less others for Milwaukee’s
Metal Fest.  The meltdown is
scheduled for July 26, 1998.
“Burn the Sickbed”
Mandril
★ ★ ★ ★
Polluted Music
by jackie watt
Staff writer
Musician brings ‘dark’ country music to Charleston
An up-and-coming musician
who has toured with Ben Folds
Five and reaches into new ele-
ments of country will perform
Saturday at the Dungeon, located
at 509 Van Buren Ave.
Robbie Fulks, a Chicago-based
indie musician who has per-
formed concerts in Nashville,
New York and Los Angeles, will
make a stop at the Dungeon to
perform at 8 p.m. on May 9.
Fulks’ performance will
include material from his newest
album, “South Mouth.”  “South
Mouth” was released by
Bloodshot Records and is a 14-
song album featuring Fulks’ brand
of hard country.
“South Mouth” is his sopho-
more effort. Fulks’ first album
was called “Country Love Songs.”
Both albums have featured a style
of country far diffeent than most
people’s conception of country
music, which has often been
called alternative country.
Fulks’ music, while possessing
many of the elements found in
mainstream country music, is
rebellious. His style of balladry
also possesses a darker tone than
most country music.
“Traditionally there have been
a lot of dark themes in country
music and Robbie continues and
expands upon that tradition,” said
Tina Wright, Fulks’ publicist.
Fulks addresses those darker
themes with a satirical slant. The
song “South Richmond Girl,” a
murder ballad on “South Mouth,”
is one example of a song that is
drastically different from the aver-
age country song. Another of his
songs with a sadistic twist is his
atheist hymn, “God Isn’t Real.”
“Robbie’s show would definite-
ly appeal to college students,”
Wright said.
Great Apartments
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS
Now Leasing for 97-98
•Only a few apts. left
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities
•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking
•Swimming pool & sun deck
(across from Carman Hall)
2219 S. 9th St. #17 345-6000
by michael a. hensley
Staff writer
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Friends
&Co
Monday 5.4 is
MARTINI MONDAY!
Friday, May 1
HELLO DAVE
Special CD release party
Doors open @ 9:30
Show starts @ 10:00
$4.00 admission
*IN THE DUNGEON*
509 Van Buren      345-2380
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in
The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
One week from today, most
Eastern Illinois University stu-
dents will be back in their home-
towns, waiting for the rest of
their friends to come home from
colleges across America and
looking for something to occupy
their time besides going to work.
Luckily, the summer movie sea-
son begins May 8.
The summer has traditionally
been the time when the year’s
most expensive movies are
released; a time when studios
dream of dollar signs and box
office receipts instead of poten-
tial Oscar glory.
The madness begins on May 8
with “Deep Impact,” the first of
two movies this summer about a
celestial body that threatens to
destroy the planet when the two
collide. A comet heads for Earth,
and the president (Morgan
Freeman of “Seven”) sends a
crew of astronauts led by Robert
Duvall (“The Apostle”) into
space to destroy it.
Executive Producer Steven
Spielberg’s production company
Dreamworks SKG brought in
director Mimi Leder (“ER”) for
that studio’s first big summer
movie . Leder also directed
Dreamworks’s first film, “The
Peacemaker.”
Along similar l ines is
“Armageddon,” this year’s
Independence Day weekend
money-grabber. Directed by
Michael Bay (“The Rock”), this
film is about an asteroid headed
for Earth. The film’s astronauts
include Bruce Willis, “Good Will
Hunting” Oscar-winner Ben
Affleck, and Steve Buscemi
(“Fargo”). Touchstone Pictures
will release this production on
July 1.
Perhaps the most anticipated
fi lm of the summer wil l be
unleashed May 20, just in time
for Memorial Day. TriStar
Pictures’s new version of the
Japanese classic has been written
and directed by Roland
Emmerich, who, along with part-
ner Dean Devlin, made
“Independence Day” the top
moneymaker of 1996. This
American “Godzil la” stars
Matthew Broderick as the scien-
tist who leads the fight against
the giant lizard as he terrorizes
New York.
Twentieth Century Fox’s $60
million production of “The X-
Files” represents the first time a
popular television series has
been turned into a film in the
middle of its run.  Directed by
series regular Rob Bowman,
“The X-Files” promises to follow
up on developments in the fifth
season that concludes May 17, as
well as pose new questions to be
answered in the sixth season.
David Duchovny and Gillian
Anderson reprise their TV roles
as Agents Mulder and Scully,
respectively, as do most of the
supporting players including
William B. Davis as the Cigarette
Smoking Man. Oscar winner
Martin Landau (“Ed Wood”) also
joins in the mystery, as does
award-winning actor Armin
Mueller-Stahl (“Shine”). The
truth will be out there on June
19.
As usual, there will be sequels
to be seen this summer, most
prominently “Lethal Weapon 4.”
Richard Donner (“The
Goonies”) directs this new
installment that re-teams Mel
Gibson, Danny Glover, Rene
Russo, and Joe Pesci for some
more comedic action. New to
the mix is comedian Chris Rock,
who has lately become a hot
property after his critical ly-
acclaimed book, his Emmy-win-
ning HBO special, and his notably
hilarious handling of his duties as
host of the 1997 MTV Video
Music Awards.  “Lethal Weapon
4” hits screens July 24.
Perennial summer favorite
Harrison Ford appears in Ivan
Reitman’s (“Ghostbusters”)
action comedy “6 Days 7
Nights,” a film that pairs him with
Anne Heche (“Volcano”). This
film’s buzz has been limited to
controversy over whether an
open lesbian such as Heche can
be believable as Ford’s love inter-
est. The previews make it look
plausible, all right. The film fol-
lows the couple’s exploits after
their plane crashes in the middle
of nowhere and they try to get
back to civilization. It opens June
12.
Antonio Banderas strikes this
summer in “The Mask of Zorro,”
Columbia’s new treatment of the
Zorro legend that also stars
Anthony Hopkins. Director
Martin Campbell (“GoldenEye”)
has two great actors to work
with in addition to a score by
“Titanic” muse James Horner, so
this late July release promises
much.
“Eaters of the Dead,” the
newest Michael Crichton adapta-
tion, delivers a tale about Viking
wars and stars Banderas (again),
and has most likely been pushed
back to a fall release (not to
mention given a new title, “The
Thirteenth Warrior”). The film
befalls a fate that many summer
films do; skyrocketing costs and
production problems lead to
delays in release. It happened to
“Titanic” last year, but that cer-
tainly didn’t hinder its chances to
make money.
All in all, it will be a loud,
explosive summer to be sure.
There may not be any Oscar
winners that come out of this
summer’s movies, but the masses
will definitely be entertained.
New movie previews for the summertime
by sean stangland
Staff writer
SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. G-2262.
________________________5/4
WRITING A RESUME?
Inexpensive, concise, step by
step guide to powerful resume
writing. Call now 1-800-729-3601.
________________________5/4
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 410-347-1475.
________________________5/4
NEED TO MAKE EXTRA
MONEY? Sell Avon. Phone 345-
4197 or 235-1544 to find out.
________________________5/4
SUMMER JOBS! NOW HIRING!
Earn $280-$750 per week this
summer in the Chicagoland sub-
urbs. Team Manager, Team
Painter, and Internship openings
available in your hometown. Work
outdoors, 40 hours per week,
close to home. E-Mail us an
application by visiting our web
site at www.collegecraft.com or
call for an interview at 1-800-331-
4441.
________________________5/1
SPLASH INTO SUMMER WITH
CAREERS USA! MAKE $$$$
GAIN EXPERIENCE & OFFICE
SKILLS WORKING ON TEMPO-
RARY ASSIGNMENTS IN THE
NW & W. SUBURBS OF CHICA-
GO GREAT PAY! FLEXIBLE
HOURS! CALL TODAY & WORK
ALL SUMMER! CAREERS USA
847-843-2222 SCHAUMBURG
630-971-3333 LISLE.
________________________5/4
JOIN THE TOLL HOUSE TEAM!
We are looking for energetic, out-
going individuals who would like
to work with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
group home setting. This is an
excellent opportunity for students
majoring in psychology, special
education, (therapeutic) recre-
ation, or a related field. Apply at
Tull House 1911 18th Charleston
345-3552.
________________________5/4
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in
your home town. $6-10 an hour.
Call 1-888-277-9787.
________________________5/4
HELP WANTED: Short order
cook, must be here for summer.
Apply in person at Zorba’s 611
Monroe.
________________________5/4
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARD NEED-
ED FOR THE SEASON.
Lincolnshire apts. 348-8441.
________________________5/4
MALE HELP NEEDED Night
Cabin Counselors working with
mentally handicapped hrs. 5
p.m.-8 a.m. For more info. Call
Camp New Hope 895-2341.
________________________5/4
CAMP STAFF-MINNESOTA
Energetic and caring individuals
for positive camp opportunity.
Leaders for backpacking trips to
PNW and Canadian Rockies.
Counselors to teach traditional
camp activities: canoe, bdsail,
sail, wski, gym, climb, bike, and
blacksmithing. Videographer,
cooks, supervisors, waterfront
director. Experience the most
rewarding summer of your life.
Thunderbird 314-567-3167.
________________________5/4
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVID-
UALS NEEDED TO WORK IN A
SMALL GROUP HOME with
developmentally disabled adults.
Must be able to work some
evenings, most weekends, and
be here for most holidays and
summers. Great opportunity for
Special Ed, Psychology, Health
Studies, or Leisure Studies
majors.  Other majors are also
welcome. Experience preferred,
but not required. Applications
may be picked-up after 4 p.m. at
415 4th Street or call Regina at
348-1723.
________________________5/4
FUN SUMMER JOBS, YOU’RE
HIRED! Have a hot summer earn-
ing cold cash as a REMEDY
TEMPORARY. Pick your job,
name your hours, work close to
home and make excellent wages.
Many posit ions available:
Secretary, Word Processor, Data
Entry, Receptionist, Clerical
Support Warehouse, Factory. Call
one of our Chicago Offices for an
appointment. Naperville area to
Oak Brook: 630-369-3399;
Itasca/Schaumburg Area: 630-
467-0400, Deerfield and No.
Suburbs: 847-509-3100;
Niles/Skokie/Evanston/O’Hara:
847-470-0970; SW. Chicago/So
Suburbs: 708-599-0770;
Kane/Dekalb/Kendall Counties:
630-513-0197; Elgin: 847-622-
0500; Downtown Chicago: 312-
630-9090.
________________________5/4
GET PAID & HAVE FUN. We
need intelligent and clean cut
motivated people to assist pho-
tographer in public ceremonies
and events throughout the mid-
west. CALL 1-800-247-3435 Ext.
228.
________________________5/1
INTERNET WORK: We’ve just
built an online mall and need
good Webslingers. E-mail
inquiries only to , Subject:
“Webslingers Wanted” for auto-
responder info. Serious inquiries
only. Great summer work.
________________________5/4
GRADUATING? WANT TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE? Every
child has the right to a happy,
safe, nurturing environment.
That’s why Mooseheart Child City
and School has been taking care
of children from troubled homes
since 1913. We are currently
looking for caring, energetic,
experienced and patient individu-
als or couples who can offer our
children the kind of love, moral
support, and nurturing they
deserve and who can teach them
the life skills necessary to suc-
ceed. We offer comprehensive
training, competitive salaries and
benefits, including free room and
board, medical insurance, self-
directed pension plan and 403B,
and a beautiful living environment
40 miles west of Chicago. If
you’re interested in making a dif-
ference, over 21, and have at
least a high school diploma (col-
lege degree preferred), call our
recruiting department at 888/755-
2680. For more info, visit our
website at www.mooseint.org.
________________________5/4
SUMMER BEER GARDEN wait-
ress wanted. Call for appoint-
ment. The Place 349-8613.
________________________5/4
CAMP STAFF-DRIVER, Beautiful
lakeside. Minnesota camp. Must
be 21 or over and have excellent
driving record. Car l icense
required. Thunderbird 314-567-
3167.
________________________5/4
SUMMER BEER GARDEN
WAITRESS WANTED. Call for
appointment. The Place 349-
8613, in Ashmore-8 miles east on
route 16.
________________________5/4
BRIAN’S PLACE NIGHT CLUB
AND SPORTS BAR now hiring
part-time security. Apply in per-
son. 2100 Broadway Mattoon.
234-4151.
________________________5/4
STUDENTS WILL YOU BE
HOME FOR SUMMER BREAK?
IS HOME IN CHICAGO LAND
WESTERN SUBURBS? If yes,
work with us at RGIS Inventory
Specialists taking inventory. Both
day and evening hours available.
$7/hour to start. No experience
necessary; paid training. Call now
to schedule an interview. 630-
434-0398.
________________________5/4
ADOPTION-MY HUSBAND AND
I ARE INTERESTED IN ADOPT-
ING AN INFANT TO LOVE AND
SHARE OUR LIVES WITH. If you
know of anyone who is consider-
ing placing a child for adoption
please call us at 1-800-588-7211
or our attorney at 1-800-265-
4848.
________________________5/4
Advertise with the D.E.N.
____________________OO/HA
CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG. 2
BDRM furnished apts, Free park-
ing laundry room, central air. 345-
6000.
________________________5/4
MC ARTHUR/MANOR APART-
MENTS. Now leasing for Fall 98.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 345-
2231.
________________________5/4
3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621
________________________5/4
TWO BEDROOM UNFUR-
NISHED. All utilities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
JUNE 1ST OR AUGUST 1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished apt.
for 2-4 people. 12 month lease.
1017 Woodlawn 348-7746.
________________________5/4
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
only. Inter. Summer sessions.
Large house fully furn. 1 blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
________________________5/4
SUMMER MINI STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
sti l l  available. Call Oldtowne
Management. 345-6533.
________________________5/4
NEW LISTING. HOUSE FOR 5
OR 6 GIRLS AVAILABLE IN
AUGUST. Remodeled, ideal loca-
tion. Parking. No Pets. Call 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSE available
June 1st. No pets. $500/mo. 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
NICE FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE,
Two baths, partly furnished. Call
345-5088 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
GRAD STUDENTS or mature
quiet upperclassmen. 2 BR apts
for 2. 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
________________________5/1
AVAILABLE JUNE- 5 bedroom
house 1/2 block from Old Main. 2
baths, trash paid. 12 month
lease, no pets. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
FURNISHED APTS FOR 3 PEO-
PLE. $215 each. Free parking,
pool, central air. Great location.
345-6000
________________________5/4
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
available for Fall. Very nice, clean
and updated. Call 345-5088 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS Still
available. Call Oldtowne
Management. 345-6533.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
FREE PARKING. POOL. GREAT
LOCATION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
DELUXE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
QUIET NON-SMOKER. $225
PLUS UTILITIES 348-0979.
________________________5/4
2 BR APTS, C/A, 2 BLKS from
campus. 345-9636 after 5:00 p.m.
________________________5/4
BEDROOM EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT. Very close to cam-
pus. 345-5088. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
________________________5/4
$125 PER FURNISHED ROOM
with kitchen and laundry use.
Summer ‘98. Low uti l i t ies.
Parking 348-1866.
________________________5/4
FOUR BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT. Laundry, parking 6
blocks from campus. Summer
‘98. $500 per month plus low utili-
ties. 348-1866
________________________5/4
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
1202 LINCOLN, Fully-furnished
laundry facilities, pool and hot
tub, exercise equip., parking and
trash included for more details
call Unique Homes Properties
345-5022.
________________________5/1
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT Quiet
neighborhood, apt near campus.
Seniors or grad students. $250
per person. 345-7678 Available
August or Fall.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT ON
9TH AND GRANT, Fully
Furnished Laundry Facilit ies.
Parking and trash included. For
more details call Unique Homes
Properties. 345-5022.
________________________5/1
NEW 3 BR DUPLEX. Now being
built for fall semester. 1300 sq. ft.
1/2 block from Old Main. Stove,
frig, and dishwasher furnished.
Trash pd. 1 year lease. 820
Lincoln Ave. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/4
3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 bath,
AC, laundry, parking, summer or
fall ‘98. 345-5874.
________________________5/4
STUDENT RENTALS $200 Close
to campus. Phone after 5. 342-
9307.
________________________5/4
ONLY ONE LEFT. Apt for 2 or 3
girls near campus. 345-3100. 9
a.m.-9 p.m.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE JUNE 1, UNIQUE 2
BDRM MOBILE HOME, den (or
3rd bdrm), central air, w/d. $420
plus deposit/lease. ALSO SPA-
CIOUS 2 BDRM MOBILE HOME
w/d hook-up, central air, $340
plus deposit/lease. 348-1287 or
234-8774.
________________________5/4
5 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 2 living
rooms, 2 bathrooms, new carpet,
paint, wallpaper. Water, trash
paid. Lots of parking $200 each.
345-6967.
________________________5/4
DELTA SIGMA THETA Fair May 2nd at 2 p.m. University Ballroom.
Delta Sigma Theta will host their 2nd annual Delta Fair. Come on out
and find out what the classy ladies of crimson and cream are all about.
Casual attire.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Meal Thing Sunday, May 3 at 6
p.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran Center.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal today at 6
p.m. in the Fine Arts Building room 013.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sunday Mass May 3 at 11 a.m. & 9
p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium.
CIRCLE K Adopt-A-Highway today at 8 p.m.  Meet at the Union at
7:45 p.m.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Lighthouse today from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
Wesley Foundation. Come dance for the last time this year. “Mad
Hatters” last time before she leaves. Don’t miss out.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Black-n-Gold Ball today at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom.
COFFEETALK today at 7 p.m in Triad dining service. Tonight’s enter-
tainment will be proudly sponsored by Spanish Club. This even is free
if you use your meal card.
DELTA PSI KAPPA End of the year cookout today at 5 p.m. at Mr.
Baker’s. Directions are on the board. All are invited. Bring a friend.
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APARTMENTS 2 OR 3 BR on
Third St.  Furnished. 10 mo.
lease. Call CAMPUS RENTALS
345-3100 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
________________________5/4
HOUSE NEAR EIU. 3-4 students.
348-1614.
________________________5/1
1 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS. 3
bedroom, 2 bath house. Water &
garbage included. Available
August 1. No pets, All new. 345-
4494 or 232-0656.
________________________5/4
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students,
Summer only. $125 month. Most
utilities included. Kitchen privi-
leges. One block from campus.
Diane 345-7265 after 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. New
carpet, paint, decor. Furnished,
water, trash paid. Lots of parking.
$200 each. 345-6967.
________________________5/4
NO LEASE. ROOM & BOARD,
meals, laundry, private bedrooms.
NS females. Call for interview.
Available now and summer. 345-
1284.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT LOCATED AT 208
1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED,
CARPETED, GOOD QUIET
LOCATION. CALL 345-7522.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462
ASK FOR LARRY.
________________________5/4
LARGE 4 BR UPSTAIRS APT.
202 1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FUR-
NISHED, CARPETED, A/C,
LARGE BATHROOM WITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSES to lease
for fall of ‘98. Call 346-3583.
________________________5/4
HOUSE FOR RENT, 12 MONTH
LEASE. Available June 1st. 4
bedrooms, 1 3/4 baths, 5 blocks
from campus. Will be remodeling
this month, dining room, living
room, laundry room, stove, refrig-
erator, washer and dryer.
$235/month per person. Lease &
security deposit. 348-8536 or
234-4722.
________________________5/4
FOR RENT: 5 bedroom house,
pets allowed, Avail now. $175/mo
348-0408.
________________________5/4
3 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME
$400 per month. Immediate pos-
session. Call Bill Hall 345-7023 at
Leland Hall Real Estate and
Insurance 1010 East Lincoln
Avenue.
________________________5/4
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS. for
Fall. Ranging from $250-
$450/mo. 348-1826.
________________________5/4
LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE
ON 4TH STREET, CHEAP RENT,
Summer or fal l  98, NEGO-
TIABLE. 345-5874.
________________________5/4
NON-SMOKING FEMALE SUB-
LESSOR NEEDED TO SHARE A
QUIET 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT for 98-99 school year.
Own room. Uti l i t ies paid.
$235/month. Call Melissa at 348-
6629.
________________________5/1
GET YOUR OWN ROOM DUR-
ING THE SUMMER. A/C, wash-
er/dryer 1 block from campus.
$200/mo. Call 345-3915.
________________________5/4
2-3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SUMMER. Nice 2 bedroom
apartment close to campus. Fully
furnished, low rent. Call 345-
4720.
________________________5/4
1 FEMALE PARK PLACE SUB-
LESSOR NEEDED. 98-99 Call
348-6666.
________________________5/1
GREAT DEAL! 3 bedroom, 3 peo-
ple, $173 each  + utilities for sum-
mer. Park Place. 348-6379.
________________________5/4
PARK PLACE SUBLESSOR
NEEDED: Clean, furnished, and
close to campus. Rent nego-
tiable! 348-6532.
________________________5/4
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR AWESOME
ROYAL HEIGHTS APT. Both
have own room. Call 345-9458.
________________________5/1
SUMMER 98 THRU 99 SUB-
LESSOR needed to share house
w/4 others. $230 mo. own room,
furnished. Close to campus. 348-
6756.
________________________5/4
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
Inter., Summer. Own room, low
rent, behind Buzzard. Call Steph
345-6071.
________________________5/1
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Large 2 bedroom
apartment. Close to campus.
Available May 15. Call 348-6281.
________________________5/4
1 TO 3 FEMALES SUM 96 +/OR
FALL 98/SPR 99 6 bdrm house
w/wshr/dr Call 581-2166.
________________________5/4
ROOMMATES NEEDED Close to
campus. Call 348-8052.
________________________5/4
ROOMMATE NEEDED. All sum-
mer. Extremely low rent. Behind
Buzzard Building. 348-6203.
________________________5/4
LOST: Checkbook on campus, if
found please call 887-2230.
________________________5/4
KING SIZE WATERBED. 97%
waveless mattress. Large head-
board. $300 o.b.o. Call 348-1216.
Leave message.
________________________5/1
DON’T PASS BY THIS DEAL! It’s
the 10 words for $1 deal when
you advertise your for sale items!
Items must be less then $300.
Come to Student Publications
located in Buzzard Hall to place
your for sale items.
________________________5/4
KING WATERBED CALIFORNIA
KING MATTRESS 4 POSTER
$200 O.B.O. 345-1301.
________________________5/1
MUST SELL! Coffee table, dress-
er, twin bed. $100 o.b.o. 348-
1337.
________________________5/4
FREE MED/LG. SHEPHERD MIX
Dog. 1 1/2 yrs. old. Dean 345-
9166.
________________________5/1
160 Ib. BOLLINGER WEIGHT
SET WITH DP BENCH $175
DEAN 345-9166.
________________________5/1
GT KARAKORAM MTN. BIKE,
COMPETITION COMPONENTS
$395 DEAN 345-9166.
________________________5/1
BRUNSWICK 6 FOOT POOL
TABLE WITH ACCESSORIES in
good condition. Best offer. Call
Byron 345-6983.
_______________________5/4
‘95 KAWASAKI NINJA 600 R
1.000 M LIKE NEW $3700 235-
1839.
________________________5/4
IBM COMPATIBLE BROTHER
WORD PROCESSOR $125.00
O.B.O. BROTHER WORD PRO-
CESSOR $70.00 O.B.O. ASK
FOR TODD 348-6765.
________________________5/1
APARTMENT SALE! Furniture,
lamps, appliances... Everything
you need for next year! Call 348-
1077.
________________________5/4
FOR SALE: Love seat sofa good
condition. $30 obo 348-7567.
________________________5/1
HUNTER GREEN LOFT FOR
SALE! $30 o.b.o. Call Jill 581-
5707.
________________________5/1
FOR SALE: BEER SIGNS, ONLY
5 LEFT, including a Bulls MGD
Neon. Call 348-6147.
________________________5/1
IGUANA FOR SALE! If interested
please call for more information.
345-3028.
________________________5/4
COMPAQ LAPTOP COMPUTER.
Must sell. Win ‘95, modem $450.
Call 348-8050.
________________________5/4
KEG FRIDGE FOR SALE $185
or best offer. 348-6531.
________________________5/4
POOL TABLE AND KEG-
FRIDGE FOR SALE. Call Adam
at 348-6135.
________________________5/4
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIAL Coors Lt 12 nr
5.99, Corona 12 nr 9.99, Leiney
12 nr 5.99, Aristocrat Vodka 750
ml 3.99, Turning Leaf w/zin 750
5.99, large selection of kegs in
stock. Eastside Package 18th St.
Jackson Ave. 345-5722.
________________________5/1
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIAL Coors lt. 12nr
5.99, Corona 12 nr 9.99, leiney
12 nr 5.99, 7 Crown 750 ml 9.99,
Aristrocrat vodka 750 ml 3.99,
Turning Leaf w/zin 750 5.99,
large selection of kegs in stock.
Eastside Package 18th St.
Jackson Ave. 345-5722.
________________________5/1
MOM’S IS THE PLACE FOR
FUNCTIONS. Free Snacks, Juice
Bar, Free Ride on Mom’s Bus.
Dave for details 345-2171 9 a.m.-
11 a.m.
________________________5/4
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES-Book now for Fall of
1998 $50 Reserves Date. Special
Rate & Free Hayrides, if booked
before May 15th. No Long Bus
Rides. Mr. Ed 348-1424.
________________________5/4
GREAT GIFTS FOR GRADS.
Check out our sales at Calliope
Court 706 Jackson, Charleston.
________________________5/4
NEED CASH, We buy used CD’s.
Sound Source Music. 258-8919.
________________________5/1
YOU CAN FIND YOUR SPECIAL
SOMEONE NOW!!! 1-900-288-
2201 EXT. 5342. $2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs. Serv-U (619)
645-8434.
________________________5/1
GRADUATION TICKETS NEED-
ED. Will buy tickets for the 5 p.m.
ceremony. Please call Erin at
345-9316.
________________________5/4
ALPHA SIGMA TAU COOKOUT
FRIDAY MAY 1 from 4-6 in front
of the AST house. $2.00
(includes hamburger, chips, and a
soda.)
________________________5/1
TO ALL GRADUATING DZ’S,
Congrats, Good luck, We will
miss you all.
________________________5/1
DELTS: Good luck on finals and I
hope you all have a great sum-
mer! Love, Donna.
________________________5/1
SCOTTIE AND BLOTTER OF
SIGMA NU Give props to 420.
We loved it. We’ll see you next
year.
________________________5/1
CONGRATULATIONS TO MIKE
WALLIN for pinning BETTY LOU
FROM MATTOON. Love ya!
________________________5/1
CONGRATULATIONS OT RYAN
PORTER OF SIGMA NU for pin-
ning ALISA TREITMAN OF
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA.
________________________5/1
THE LADIES OF ALPHA PHI
would like to wish everyone good
luck on finals and also have a fun
and safe summer break. We’ll
see ya next year.
________________________5/1
THE LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA
TAU would like to wish everyone
good luck on finals.
________________________5/1
HEY ALPHAS, Study hard during
finals week!
________________________5/1
GOOD LUCK TO everyone dur-
ing finals week. From the ladies
of Kappa Delta.
________________________5/1
TO ALL MY EPSILON SIGMA
ALPHA SISTERS: Thanks for all
the happy times and wonderful
memories. You guys are the
greatest! Best of luck in all that
you do. Keep in touch. ESA love
and mine, Kathy.
________________________5/1
LISA LINDSTROM, MELISSA
FUNK, AND KATIE KELLEY,
Good luck next year. We’ll miss
you. Love, Diane and Rudy.
________________________5/1
DON’T FORGET TO TURN IN
YOU ALPHATRAZ SLIPS
TODAY.
________________________5/1
TO JEN MONTGOMERY.
Congrats on graduation! You did
it! I will miss you a ton next year!
Love, Allison.
________________________5/1
JIM BEUSTER OF PI KAPPA
ALPHA: Good luck on finals and
study hard. Have a great sum-
mer. We’ll be looking forward to
seeing you in the fall. Love, Your
Alpha Phi girls.
________________________5/1
GREAT JOB LAST NIGHT
ALPHA STEPPERS & LADIES
OF DELTA SIGMA THETA. What
an awesome performance! Love,
Your Sisters.
________________________5/1
ALPHA SENIORS: You all have
no idea how much you will be
missed! Your dedication to the
house has shown a true level of
Sisterhood! We wish you all the
best of luck in the future. You all
hold a special place in our hearts.
Always remember, Aspire, Seek,
Attain! Love, Your ASA Sisters.
________________________5/1
THE LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA  would like to wish every-
one the best of luck during finals
week & to have a safe & happy
summer! We all look forward to
seeing everyone back next
semester.
________________________5/1
MALLORY SCRIVNER OF ASA:
Congrats on getting engaged to
BRIAN KOONTZ! Your sisters are
so happy for you! Alpha love,
Your sisters.
________________________5/1
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PI: I
have had a wonderful semester
so far with  you guys, I can’t wait
to see you in the fall. Have a
great summer and good luck with
your finals. Congratulations to the
new members. Love, Krissie.
________________________5/1
TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Good luck with
your finals and have a great sum-
mer. P.S. Hope you enjoyed the
pizza! Pete.
________________________5/1
KIMBERLY LILES- Congrats on
Graduating. We’ll miss you! Good
luck! Love your Roomies.
________________________5/1
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BICYCLE IMPOUNDMENT. In an effort to remove abandoned bikes
from the campus, bicycles whose owners cannot be readily identified
from current EIU permits WILL BE REMOVED from campus bike racks
on May 15, 16, 17.  On those days, please do not park any bike on
campus that does not bear a current EIU bicycle registration sticker.
Free registration is available at the University Police Department from 8
to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday.
K. Kohanzo, Judicial Officer
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS STUDENTS.  Pre-business majors may
now apply in Lumpkin Hall 112 for admission to the school of Business
for Fall Semester 1998, providing they meet the following criteria:  (1)
2.00 GPA at EIU with a cumulative GPA of at least 2.50, including all
transfer work, by the end of Spring Semester 1998;  (2) 60 semester
hours completed by the end of Summer Term 1998;  (3)  Enrolled in
during Summer Term, or have completed:  ACC 2150, AIS/COM 2100,
COM 2810 with a grade of “C” or better.
Frank L. Clark, Chair, School of Business
WITHHOLDING DIRECTORY INFORMATION. Directory holds for
academic year 1997-98 will be removed August 7, 1998.  Students
wanting to withhold directory information for academic year 1998-99 
should appear in person, prior to 4:30 p.m. on Monday, September 7,
1998, at the Records Office, 119 Old Main, and make the request in
writing on forms provided by the University.  Student identification is
required at the time of the request.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION. Application and reapplication for
graduation for Summer Semester 1998 must be accomplished no later
than the deadline of 4:30 p.m. on Monday, June 15, 1998.  The applica-
tion and reapplication forms are available in your appropriate dean’s
office.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
REAPPLICATION FOR GRADUATION. Any student who has applied
for graduation for a future semester or summer term and then finds that
he/she will be graduating at a different time MUST reapply for gradua-
tion.  There is no additional charge for reapplying.  Reapplications must
be accomplished no later than the published deadline of the new
semester or summer term when he/she plans to graduate.  For
Summer Term 1998, the deadline is Monday, June 15, 1998.  Forms
are available in the appropriate dean’s office.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
STUDENT/DEPENDENT SUMMER INSURANCE. Students who will
not be enrolled in the summer term are eligible to purchase summer
health insurance provided the student was insured for Spring Semester
1998 with insurance coverage under the Student Insurance Policy.  The
premium for Summer 1998 Student Insurance is $33.50.  Enrollment 
cards are available in the Financial Aid Office, Student Services 
Building.  Coverage effective dates for Summer 1998 Semester are
June 8, 1998 through August 20, 1998.  The deadline for submitting a
completed enrollment card and payment of $33.50 is June 15, 1998.
For information concerning dependent coverage, please contact the
Student Health Insurance Office, located in the Financial Aid Office,
Student Services Building, East Wing, or call 581-5290.
Joyce Hackett, Medical Insurance Specialist
IL NATIONAL GUARD SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS. Applications
for the National Guard Scholarship for 1998-99 school year are now
available in the Financial Aid Office Scholarship Section.  This is a pro-
gram of educational benefits for current enlisted members who have
served at least one year in the Illinois National Guard or Naval Militia.
Benefits include payment of tuition and activity fee for 8 semesters or
96 Illinois National Guard Units of credit for full or part-time undergrad-
uate or graduate study.  Financial need is not a requirement for eligibili-
ty.
Beverly Miller, Financial Aid Advisor
STEPHENSON COLE SCHOLARSHIP. The Walter and Lola
Stephenson Cole Scholarship is awarded annually to a Marshall High
School graduate who is attending or plans to attend EIU.  Selection of
the recipients (s) is based on financial need, moral and civic character,
and academic achievement.  Applications are available at Brainard
House and Marshall High School.  Application deadline is May 6, 1998.
Barbara Hilke, EIU Foundation
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Mellow tunes send urge to listen Only at ZORBAS!50 1/2 lb. SUPER Burger-Never Frozen
BJORN SPOON
Acoustic Show
Spaghetti
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Placement Solution Inc. 
Line up your summer Employment now!!
Our Chicagoland clients are ready to bring you on
board for the following temporary assignments:
“Specializing in temporary and Permanent placement.  All fees company paid.”
We’ll pay $8-12 depending on skills, so call us now
and start working next month!
•Customer Service
•Reception
•Data Entry
•Accounting
•Secretary
•Office Assistant
the daily eastern news
advertise.
The newest release by the St.
Louis-based band The Urge car-
ries on their tradition of record-
ing and performing aggressive
ska/ punk fusion. “Master of
Styles,” the Urge’s follow up to
“Receiving the Gift of Flavor,”
had a hard act to follow.
The Urge are one of the fore-
most bands in the St. Louis
music scene . Their songs
“Where Do We Go” and “Open
All Night”  receive frequent
radio play on the alternative and
college radio stations there.  
The songs on their previous
albums are the type of fast-
paced, funk-laced party tunes
that serve as the anthems for
high school make-out parties
and college keggers.  Most Urge
fans will be expecting more of
the same. However, they won’t
be f inding it on “Master of
Styles.”
When I first heard this album
I was somewhat disappointed
that the album wasn’t a bunch of
party songs about going to
liquor stores. Upon repeated lis-
tening, I realized “Master of
Styles”  is made-up songs that
aren’t intended purely to inspire
drunken Generation-Xers to
injure each other in mosh pits.  
The new album boasts a track
called “Jump Right In,” which
features Nick Hexum of 311.
This track is far and way the
best song on the album and will
be its first single. It gives the lis-
tener a glimpse at a different
side of The Urge.
The hard driving
guitars have been
toned down to
shift focus to the
lyrics of Steve
Ewing.
“Jump Right In”
is not the only
song inf luenced
by 311. Every
song on “Master
of Styles”  shows
signs of 311’s
influence. There
is a type of
alliance between
the bands; they
have similar styles
of music and share a great many
fans.  
Their relationship started
when 311 picked up The Urge
as an unsigned act and took
them on tour. The near constant
touring with 311 has
undoubtably affected The Urge’s
characteristic style.   
In the case of “Master of
Styles,” the songs have a more
reflective view on life than their
past releases. This is also the
case with 311’
s newest album “Transistor.”
Both “Transistor” and “Master
of Styles” come off more sub-
dued than their predecessors.
This is because both bands took
breaks from performing to write
a more meaningful album.
Yet The Urge hasn’t forgotten
their past. In an interactive game
on their CD the goal is to get to
the liquor store. Despite their
growth, they are still The Urge,
and they will continue to make
albums that are upbeat and
entertaining
For those who have never
heard The Urge or who have
only seen them on tour with
acts like 311 and Rage Against
the Machine, or at festivals like
PointFest VI and Homegrown
97,  this is probably not the best
album to buy. It marks a point of
growth in the Urge’s career, and
lacks the comic appeal of their
earlier albums like “Receiving
the Gift of Flavor.”   
I would suggest that anyone
even remotely interested in The
Urge drop an extra $15 to pick
up both “Receiving the Gift” and
“Master of Styles.”  
“Master Of Styles” 
The Urge 
★ ★ ★
Epic Records
by michael a. hensley
Staff writer
